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LGBTQ students, allies cry foul

Carolina Sánchez THE CHRONICLE
Lott Hill, executive director of the Center for Innovation in Teaching Excellence and advisor to Common Ground, the college’s LGBT student organization, tells
members about a Nov. 18 college-wide forum about the reduced sections of LGBT Studies classes being offered in the Spring 2015 semester.

JENNIFER BOYLEN
Assistant Campus Editor
OUTCRY FROM STUDENTS and fac-

ulty erupted across campus last
week when the administration announced that the college would
offer only one section of the Gay
and Lesbian Studies I & II courses,
effectively cutting the offerings
in half.

Reactions claiming potential
bias from campus community
members prompted Stan Wearden,
senior vice president and provost,
to send an email to the college community Nov. 6 announcing a Nov.
18 forum on the matter, as well as
stating that scheduling is based on
enrollment and demand.
“Many individuals with many
different kind of concerns could

request that another section of a
course on a particular topic be added,” Wearden said in the email. “To
add sections in that manner, however, would create an unsustainable
cost structure for the college.”
However, GALS courses have a
reputation for being popular with
Columbia students. Both sections
have full enrollment this semester,
and the class saw similar trends for

the last several years, always near
full enrollment if not closed, according to OASIS records.
Victoria Shannon, founder of the
GALS courses and adjunct faculty
in the Humanities, History & Social
Sciences Department, said despite
having merely posted on her Facebook about the cutting of one of her
GALS I course sections, she expects
to lose her job over the conflict the
change has created.
“It isn’t about me—this isn’t
about my course.” Shannon said.
“In the broader spectrum, this is a
systemic problem that needs to be
addressed at a college that considers itself progressive.”
Shannon said she did not realize
how much the GALS courses meant
to students until she started receiving responses from current and
former students.
“This class changes people’s
lives and, in some cases, saves their
lives,” Shannon said. “I try to put
students in touch with the broader
LGBT community. I bring visitors
in from almost every part of our
community to talk with them. It
goes far beyond what happens in

the classroom and the valuable lessons—they just can’t be replicated.”
The same classes were reduced
to two sections a few years ago,
even though she was having students tell her they could not get into
her class during that time because
it was always full, Shannon said.
Now that the GALS classes have
been cut down to one section, Shannon said there will be 50 students
per semester who are deprived of
the opportunity to take the courses
they are interested in.
“It seems counterproductive to
cancel courses that you know fill
immediately and offer courses that
don’t,” Shannon said.
Shannon said the Nov. 18 discussion forum will allow discussion
about the lack of LGBT courses at
the college.
“I hope enough people come to
this forum so we can have a civilized
discussion and give the administration some logical, practical suggestions about what students want
and what would make them happy
curriculum-wise,” Shannon said.

xx SEE LGBTQ, PG.8

Strategic Plan sessions Rauner wins election for governor
kick off at Columbia
CARISSA DEGEN
Assistant Campus Editor
A SERIES OF roundtable discussions
designed to attract input from
students, staff and faculty kicked
off Nov. 5 when attendees began
weighing in on issues the college
faces as it drafts its strategic plan.
More faculty and staff members
than students filled Ferguson Auditorium in the 600 S. Michigan Ave.
Building to attend a session titled
“Optimizing Enrollment,” a discussion aimed at addressing the college’s decline in enrollment.
As reported Sept. 24 by The
Chronicle, enrollment at the college has dropped 6.9 percent over
the past year. According to a Sept.
17 report from the Office of Institutional Effectiveness, the college
had 10,142 undergraduate students

AEMMP releases CD at HAUS • PAGE 3

enrolled in Fall 2013 compared to
9,442 undergraduates in Fall 2014.
Attendees also talked about issues pertaining to attracting international students, recruiting more
high school students, rigor in classes and the application process. The
roundtable was also live-streamed
on YouTube so students and faculty
unable to make the commute to
campus could still view the discussion live and tweet their opinions to
the moderator on Twitter using the
hashtag #columplan.
Stan Wearden, senior vice president and provost, is leading the initiative to draft and implement the
strategic plan. He created the series of community discussions and
also spearheaded the use of Civic
Commons, an online stream where

xx SEE STRATEGY, PG.9
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Republican challenger Bruce Rauner was elected Illinois’ 42nd governor Nov. 4 in a costly race criticized for the candidates’ vitriolic campaigning against one
another. Democratic incumbent Gov. Pat Quinn conceded Nov. 5 after polls showed an insurmountable 5 percent lead in Rauner’s favor.
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Good, bad: We cover the news
AT A STUDENT newspaper, The Chronicle staff is often put in a position in
which it reports on topics that are
sensitive and inspire varied reactions from the Columbia community.
Such was the case last week
when The Chronicle covered the
on-campus suicide of a 20-yearold sophomore student. The first
on-campus housing death in the
college’s history, the news elicited
mournful responses from many
students and faculty members who
knew the student.
In the week since the article ran,
The Chronicle has received both
praise and criticism for how it handled reporting the news. As a media
outlet, we respect all responses and
look at them as a chance to grow as a
paper and individually as journalists,
regardless of whether they affirm
what we did is right or suggest how
we can improve in the future.
The Chronicle always reports on
student deaths because it is common for rumors to run rampant
when they occur, and our very nature is to seek truth and inform the
community. It is our duty to always
report the news, no matter how
volatile or controversial the story
may be. As a paper, we fulfilled
our obligation to our readership
and reported on what the college
had already disseminated to the
student body.
The administration handled the

news of the death sensitively, taking
into account how an incident like
this can affect a college community.
I commend the administration and
counseling services for how they
approached the situation and for
offering extended counseling hours
to students in need of someone to
talk to.
What occurred is a tragedy, one
that too often occurs among college
students. With classes, jobs and a
multitude of other responsibilities
to juggle, an enormous mental,
emotional and physical strain is
placed on college students. There
is a definite need for mental health
services on campus and Columbia
has a program too often under-utilized or poorly advertised.
Given what has transpired, the
college community should look at
this tragedy as a call to action to
discuss how to best approach mental health services on campus. The
office of Counseling Services offers
10 free individual visits per year and
unlimited group therapy sessions.
While having those services is an
asset to Columbia and its students,
we as a college should be exploring
how to enhance them and ensure
that the people who would benefit
the most receive them. If students
were allowed more than 10 free
visits per year, they might be more
likely to pursue help when they feel
they need it. When a maximum
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Day of the Dead event
celebrates all cultures
CARISSA DEGEN
Assistant Campus Editor

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE
Senior Lindsey Sherman, lead singer of the band Cool Mom, performs during the AEMMP Records release party at HAUS in the 623 S. Wabash Ave Building on Nov 6.

AEMMP records releases
day//night CD compilations
KYLE HOLLEY
Assistant Campus Editor
AEMMP RECORDS, COLUMBIA’S stu-

dent-run record label, teamed
up with the “Club Management:
Practicum” class in the Business &
Entrepreneurship Department to
host a CD release for the label’s latest compilation, day//night, on Nov.
6 at HAUS in the 623 S. Wabash
Ave. Building.

The release show centered
around performances from student
musicians, including The Papers,
American Wolf, Deer Emerson and
Cool Mom, all of whom are featured
on the compilation CD.
Donations made during the event
were forwarded to the Columbia
Cares organization, which serves
as an emergency fund for Columbia students in need of urgent
financial assistance.

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE
Maire Hahn sings for an audience and plays the keyboard during the AEMMP Records release party.

Zoë Sharkey, a junior business
& entrepreneurship major, is part
of the “Club Management: Practicum” that partnered with AEMMP
Records to host the release show.
Sharkey said the “Club Management: Practicum” and “AEMMP
Record Label: Practicum” banded
together to showcase the strengths
of both groups, with artist selection
from AEMMP and an enveloping
event atmosphere provided by the
club management class.
Sharkey said communication
between the classes was vitally
important to the flow of the show
along with making sure that students know about the presence of
HAUS as an available on-campus
performance space for students
and student-centric events.
Sharkey said the opportunity
to participate in the planning processes and hosting the event was
educational. She said it enabled her
to show fellow students interested
in event production or the music industry the level of real-life learning
experiences available to them within the industry at Columbia.
“This is just a concert for some
people, but it is also an opportunity for students to see what other
students get to do, and maybe they
want to be a part of that one day,”
Sharkey said.
Scott Nadeau, a senior business
& entrepreneurship major and
AEMMP Records representative,

x x SEE AEMMP, PG.10

STUDENTS FROM ALL cultures gathered at the Conaway Center in the
1104 S. Wabash Ave. Building on
Nov. 7 for the annual Mexican celebration known the Day of the Dead,
held by Columbia’s Latino Alliance
student organization.
The evening featured spoken
word, dance and song performances adjacent to a room containing an
altar to commemorate loved ones
who have died.
Alexis Castanos, junior journalism major and president of the
Latino Alliance, said she was excited about the event and was pleased
with the at-capacity turnout.
“I could just cry,” Castanos said.
“This is the first big event that I’ve
planned as president of the Latino
Alliance and having to go through
the struggles and all the challenges we’ve faced with creating an
event and seeing people connecting
through the event and finding common ground and then pulling off
something like this is rewarding.”
Castanos said she wanted everyone present to feel the familial warmth of the Latino Alliance
where people can feel comfortable
and connect. All cultures were welcome to attend and celebrate Day of
the Dead at Columbia, she added.

“Something we focused on this
year was making it so people from
different cultures can all relate to
the sentiment behind Day of the
Dead,” Castanos said. “We’re all
coming together to remember lost
loved ones. Everyone’s lost somebody in their life that they loved, so
why not come together? Through
this event, we give a chance for Columbia students and anybody in the
Chicago area the ability to have this
same sense of celebration, connection and family. That’s what [this
event and organization] are about.”
Kip Knight, a senior cinema art
+ science major, said the chance to
learn about a different culture than
his own was what drew him to attend the celebration.
“My friend said, ‘Hey, let’s go to
the Day of the Dead event,’ and I was
like, ‘Why not?’” Knight said. “I’ve
always loved the [Mexican] culture,
and I’ve always been fond of it. It’s
never too much to learn about a culture that you love so much.”
Knight said any event that celebrates cultures outside of one’s own
is a good enough reason to go.
“The history of Day of the Dead
is very powerful and inspiring, and
[celebrating this known event on
campus] brings people together,”
Knight said.

xx SEE DEAD, PG.10

Carolina Sánchez THE CHRONICLE
The Latino Alliance held the annual Day of the Dead celebration event Nov. 7 at the Conaway Center
in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. Building.
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Alumni introduce Pink Hippo Productions as outlet for graduates
KYLE HOLLEY
Assistant Campus Editor
TWO COLUMBIA ALUMNI have banded

together to launch Pink Hippo Productions, a Chicago-based digital
video and film production company.
Pink Hippo Productions is not
your average cinema company, as
it prefers to hire recent grads of
Chicago film schools, according to
founders Nick Puetz and John Xydis, who graduated in 2012.
Xydis, co-founder, producer and
director for Pink Hippo, also credits his time at the college with helping him craft and fully develop his
storytelling approach.
Xydis said in an Oct. 29 emailed
statement that PHP’s mission is
to nurture the booming television and film industry in order Nick Puetz, co-founder, president and director of
to help establish Chicago as a sionals work best was enriched by
production powerhouse.
his time at Columbia.
“PHP is on the forefront of digi“Columbia provided me with the
tal cinema technology and always opportunity to learn through exstrives to create an efficient yet perience on student sets and have
Aexperience
F E S TonI V
EXydis
D AYmy knowledge
O F A CandOskills
U Sfine-tuned
TIC M
enjoyable
set,”
said in the email.
by knowledgeable professors,”
PHP, which launched in 2013, is Xydis said.
still operating from the home officPuetz, Pink Hippo’s president
es of its founders. Regardless, PHP and director of photography, said
has landed significant gigs from the company’s mission is to bemusic videos and short films to a come one of the leading cinema
promo video for the Grater Bowl, companies in the city as the inan annual tailgating event for the dustry grows in Chicago. Puetz
rivalry game between the Bears said the idea for Pink Hippo
and Packers.
came about during his junior year
Xydis said his experience dealing at Columbia.
with sets and seeing how profes“[Brand recognition] has defi-

Courtesy PINK HIPPO PRODUCTIONS
photography for Pink Hippo Productions operates one of the company’s cameras during production.

nitely been an important thing,”
Puetz said. “There are a lot of people
who start production companies.
It’s usually just them. They make up
a logo and a name. Having a brand
Uthat
S Ireally
C sticks out because people remember the logo or name, has
been helpful for us to move forward
and gain more business.”
Puetz, an alumnus of the film and
video program, said his time at Columbia translated to his work with
Pink Hippo in a major way, from his
level of preparedness to his vision.
“One of the main things [Columbia] helped me gauge was building
our camera package and having
a better understanding of all of

the components and really being
able to oversee all the positions,”
Puetz said.
Puetz said he wants PHP to be
an outlet for current Columbia film
students looking for a position in
the industry after they graduate so
they can immediately put all the
things they have learned at Columbia to use like he did.
“The best thing you can do is get
out of the classroom and network
beyond [the] set, whether it’s with
other students or other industry
professionals,” Puetz said. “To really utilize networking, you need to be
good at what you do and be the person they remember meeting. Never

get caught empty-handed if you’re
on set. Always have an initiative.”
Dallas McGee, post-production
supervisor and editor for Pink Hippo, said what separates the company from its competition is that it is
full of young and innovative go-getters with positive attitudes and topof-the-line equipment.
McGee, a graduate of DePaul
University’s film program, said the
institution helped him hone his
skills and learn the craft, but internships are what really helped
him gain the insight and experience he needed to succeed as a
post-production supervisor.
“Interning was very important
and what has best prepared me for
the obstacles Pink Hippo has had to
overcome,” McGee said. “It’s being
able to be self-sufficient and being
confident in your solutions.”
McGee said students looking for
a job with Pink Hippo or any cinema company should come fully
prepared with a thorough resume
and a film reel that showcases their
skill set. The attitude applicants
have during the interview process
will be what ultimately helps them
land a position in the industry,
he said.
“Confidence really brings you a
long way,” McGee said. “People see
that in you and people respect that.
That’s one of the best things you
can bring to the table.”
kholley@chroniclemail.com

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events

SATU R DAY, N OVE M B E R 1 5TH , 2 0 1 4 N O O N - 6 PM
OVE R 2 5 VE N U E S - OVE R 8 5 BA N D S
AFTE R PARTY: 7: 1 5 – LATE
1} ACCESS CHICAGO REALTY

11} G BOUTIQUE

19} THE SMOKE DADDY

2} BAR BAR BLACK SHEEP

12} GOMEZ SHELL

20} TIMBUK2 DESIGNS

3} DAVIDSTEA

13} LOTTIE’S PUB

21} TRANSIT TEES

4} DIMO’S PIZZA

14} MILDBLEND SUPPLY CO.

22} ROBIN RICHMAN

5} DOGGY STYLE PET SHOP

15} RADIANCE
FINE JEWELRY

23} BRU CHICAGO

6} DUDE I FORGOT
7} ELEVENZEES
8} EMPORIUM
9} FRONTIER
10} FUTURGARB

16} RUBY ROOM
17} SPEX
18} 826CHI & THE
WICKER PARK SECRET
AGENT SUPPLY CO.

24} JACKSON JUNGE
25} JERRY’S
26} SUBTERRANEAN
27} SILVER ROOM

ChillFestChicago.com
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Monday November 10
R&B Showcase in Concert

12:00 pm

Tuesday November 11
Music Student Convocation

12:00 pm

Wednesday November 12
Music Student Convocation
12:00 pm
Wednesday Guitar Concert Series at the Conaway*
12:00 pm
University of Salford & CCC Meet and Greet*
1:30 pm
CUP Ensembles: OktaSoul, Melodic Soul, Datuare, The Cha$e 7:30 pm
at Reggie’s Rock Club, 2105 S. State St. *
Thursday November 13
Student Piano Recital #5 at the Sherwood
Jonathan Powell Lecture Recital

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Friday November 14
Jazz Gallery in the Lobby*
Piano Forum at the Sherwood*
Jazz Forum*

12:00 pm
12:00 pm
2:00 pm

Saturday November 15
Advanced Vocal Studio Performance #2

1:00 pm

* Events marked with an asterisk do not give Recital Attendance Credit
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FREE!

Daytime
Slumber
Party
THE DEPARTMENT OF ASL—ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

OPEN HOUSE

NOVEMBER 12, 2014 12PM—6PM, 33 E. CONGRESS, RM 101

Snacks, raffles, promotional items and performances will be
provided throughout the day. Interpreters will also be provided.
This event is sponsored by the Department of ASL–English
Interpretation. For more information, Contact Nina Campbell
at 312-369-7837 or at ncampbell@colum.edu.
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Student stays busy
by giving back
JENNIFER BOYLEN
Assistant Campus Editor
KARA VANA, A sophomore public
relations major, is bringing Headbands of Hope, a nonprofit that
raises funds for children’s cancer
research, to Columbia.
For every standard headband sold
for $14.95, the company donates $1
to the cause and gives a headband
to a girl battling the disease. Prices
range from the standard all the way
to $200 for a Swarovski crystal-encrusted band that brings a donation
of $25 to the customers choice of
the St. Baldricks Foundation, Alex’s
Lemonade Stand or CURE and 25
headbands to cancer patients. The
organization has sold more than
20,000 headbands since it launched
in 2012, according to its website.
The website allows individual and
bulk purchases and its products
include a vast array of headbands
in many different styles for adults
and children as well as bandannas
for boys.
A self-proclaimed workaholic, Vana juggles her job as one of
the organization’s first Midwest
college representatives with two
other jobs, one at Wishcraft Workshop and the other at Haute & Co.,
a plus-sized bridal boutique. She
said helping people, being involved
in the community and staying
busy are important parts of the
college experience.
Vana said when she saw Headbands of Hope featured on the
“Today Show” over the summer, she immediately applied to
be a representative because she
wants to contribute to its mission. Vana said she is working on
getting the word out about Headbands of Hope by partnering with
campus organizations, using social media and planning events
on campus.
The Chronicle spoke with Vana
about her experience with the organization, her plans to get others
involved and her future endeavors.

THE CHRONICLE: What made you
want to work for Headbands of Hope?
KARA VANA: I was looking for
things to do during the school year
because I like to stay pretty busy. I
was looking at campus ambassador
positions, so then I saw they were
featured on the “Today Show,” and
they were talking about how they
go to hospitals and they give these
girls these headbands just to be able
to make them feel good. I’m 19 right
now, and what’s really fascinating
is the founder [Jessica Ekstrom],
started this when she was 19. She
6 • November 10, 2014

was still in college, and she got this
idea because she did an internship
with Make-a-Wish. She saw that
all the little girls just loved to feel
pretty when they’re losing their
hair. So this is where she came up
with the idea. I thought it was really awesome that someone who was
so young can do this. If you want to
make a change, be the change. I really admire her spirit and just the
way she went after it. I think that’s
very much how I am.

Why is it important for these types of
nonprofit efforts to have a presence
on college campuses?
I actually thought it was really crazy that they did that. I didn’t
even really think of [colleges] as
an outlet. But being in PR and marketing, [I realized] it’s so important because you’re reaching out to
students who might want to be involved. Especially millennials—we
want to be involved and we want to
be hands-on. When we buy something, we want it to go toward [a
cause]. We want to have that feelgood aspect. It’s important that
[Ekstrom] is reaching out to people,
especially college students, since
she started this in college. It’s not
about selling headbands and helping them make money. There’s so
much you can do by being an ambassador. There’s also not a lot of
[representatives] in the Midwest. A
lot of it is Southern-based. It’s very
scary and exciting at the same time.

Why should college students get involved with this sort of work?
At the end of the day, it’s not just
you that’s in this world. A lot of people forget—especially in our busy
careers—if you just take a step back
and you do things like this, it really
just puts your life in perspective. It
puts you in that “Wow, I’m really
stressed all the time because I’m in
college and this stuff is going on, but
some girl out there is fighting cancer and she’s only 9 or younger than
that” mindset. Being able to give
back is so humbling and important
as we go through our careers.

What are your responsibilities at
Headbands of Hope?
I just got the position in late
August, so it’s just been kind of
building up so far. Right now, I’m
working on developing Columbia’s social media. It’s hard on our
campus because everything is kind
of everywhere, so that’s why I’m
reaching out to different outlets.
I’m also planning on doing an event

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE
Kara Vana, a sophomore public relations major, said gaining experience in diverse fields is an important part of the college experience. To achieve this, Vana became a
college representative for Headbands for Hope, an organization that gives headbands to children with cancer and donates money to fund research.

here—kind of like a pop-up shop. It
would be awesome to do it at ShopColumbia, but we’re working on it.
Being able to have an event with the
headbands there, people can go and
buy them and hear about our story. I know other representatives in
smaller towns do fairs and football
games, so for me it’s a little different—I have to find different outlets
to promote.

How do you plan to get other students
on campus involved?
I am part of the Columbia College Fashion Association, and I’m
involved in PRSSA as well. I’m
reaching out to my two organizations right now that I work closely

with just to see if they are interested, if they want to help me plan
an event and if they want to know
more about it. I think we can have
up to two representatives per college. With the Public Relations
Student Society of America, we
work closely with chapters at other schools like DePaul and Loyola.
Being able to get that word out and
get them involved in the aspect of
being aware is important, and being
able to spread it out to their friends
is awesome.

Do you plan to continue this kind of
philanthropic work?
The experience aspect of everything I’m doing right now is why I

switched from fashion business to
PR. I’m just really interested in getting skills and being able to translate them into any kind of field. I’m
really interested in nonprofit work
right now. It’s something that is
really intriguing to me. But I also
have my passion for curvy and plussize as well, so I’m kind of right in
the middle between those. Keeping involved with things like this
is important, whether I’m doing
Headbands of Hope or volunteering. My mom did that her entire
life, too. She’s a banker but she volunteers. Always having that aspect
in your life is important and I get it
from her.
jboylen@chroniclemail.com
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SELL
YOUR
WORK

You make it. We sell it.
ShopColumbia is accepting new
artists for the Holiday Market.
Market

Deadline: November 17

Email: shop@colum.edu to schedule an appointment to bring in your work.

The Holiday Market is ShopColumbia’s BIGGEST
sales event and attracts hundreds of customers
during the three day event.
ShopColumbia is seeking: Fine art, painting, photography, prints, ceramics,
sculpture, books, zines, music cds, films, stationery, postcards, journals,
holiday cards, ornaments, jewelry, earrings, necklaces, accessories, totes,
bags, t-shirts, hats, knitwear, apparel, pins, wallets...and anything you make!
ShopColumbia Holiday Market
Stage Two, 618 S Michigan, 2nd floor
Thursday, December 4: 11am - 7pm
Friday, December 5: 11am - 5pm
Saturday, December 6: 11am - 3pm
ShopColumbia is Columbia Columbia College Chicago’s student and alumni art boutique and is committed to serving emerging artists.
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KATHERINE DAVIS
Campus Editor

AFTER THE OCT. 29 suicide of a sophomore cinema art + science student,
the issue of suicide and mental
health has been widely discussed
by the campus community.
Jeremy Hisaw, director of Counseling Services, said the death was
the first ever in on-campus housing
at Columbia and that suicide is not
a prevalent problem on campus.
Nevertheless, he said the college’s counseling services are always available to students who may
need resources and that if students
do not want to attend counseling
sessions, there are other ways they
can find help.
“If you are concerned about
someone, you need to report it to
the proper staff member or faculty
member and let them handle it,”
Hisaw said. “We can’t make anyone
engage in mental health treatment,
but we can make sure that we follow up with them, check in with
them and insulate them as best we
can and to the best of their wishes.”
During the 2013–2014 academic year, the college provided more
than 5,000 appointments to more
than 1,000 students, the average
student using six of 10 free sessions, Hisaw said.
When a student takes his or her
life, the community often questions whether that person reached
out for help and why they did or

xx LGBTQ

Continued from Front Page

Students have started a petition
on Change.org, titled “Restore Diversity Courses at Columbia College” that is targeted at President
Kwang-Wu Kim and Stan Wearden.
The petition is circulating online
and has received more than 400 signatures and many supportive comments since its Oct. 29 creation.
Diana Vallera, president of the
Part-time Faculty Union and adjunct professor in the Photography
Department, said P-fac has filed a
grievance on the issue and plans to
attend the forum and be involved.
“If there is a genuine commitment on the part of the college that
supports diversity and inclusion,
then that has to hold true in the status of the courses,” Vallera said.
Shannon said instead of cutting
these classes, the college needs to
restore them to pursue its mission
of diversity and inclusion.
Wearden said spring enrollment
is almost always 90 percent of what
fall enrollment, so the college needs
to plan its schedule accordingly.
Deans and department chairs collegewide were told to cut section
offerings by 10 percent because
that is the enrollment the college is
expecting. Wearden said HHSS cut
sections while trying to preserve
the diversity of the departments
course offerings, and department
chairs have a good sense of what demand looks like for each semester.
“It’s not just LGBTQ courses or
gender courses,” Wearden said. “It’s
across the whole range of what they
8 • November 10, 2014

did not do so. Hisaw said therapy
may not be helpful for everyone but
that there are other ways to ask for
assistance. Confiding in faculty and
staff at the college is an option for
students who need a resource, and
Hisaw said he encourages students
to monitor each other.
“Over the last few years, the stigma attached to [therapy] has lessened to a certain degree, but there
still are students who do experience
some shame about it,” Hisaw said.
“The key component to destigmatization is the education component.
If students come in, they will get to
see for themselves if it’s a beneficial
use of their time and if they get anything out if it.”
Mark Kelly, vice president of Student Success, said since the recent
suicide at Columbia, he and the administration have been making efforts to increase acceptance of the
idea of using the college’s counseling
resources and foster an understanding that feelings of isolation and depression during college are common.
“The best thing we can do as a
community is be attentive to our
students, be open to them and
encourage them to share their
thoughts and feelings,” Kelly said.
Kelly said though the college has
always made efforts to educate students about on-campus resources,
the administration is reexamining
communication methods to increase awareness among students,
faculty and staff. In addition to

communication, the administration will also be implementing
new methods of preparing faculty and staff to handle students’
emotional health.
“It’s important that we’re very
forthright and grappling with the
issue of suicide on campuses,”
Kelly said. “What we need to do is
normalize what is a very common
feeling among college students at
Columbia or at any college.”
Most campuses across the country provide mental health facilities
to assist students who may be suffering from depression and other
mental illnesses, said Dr. Victor
Schwartz, medical director at the
Jed Foundation, an organization
that works to prevent suicide
among college students.
Each year, more than 1,000 college students commit suicide and
one in 10 college students has
considered doing so, according to
a report sponsored by Emory University. Schwartz said although the
suicide rate among college students
is disturbingly high, the rate among
people in the 18–25 age range who
are not in college is even higher.
“People who are in college likely have a more organized social
structure,” Schwartz said. “In many
cases, they have a greater sense of
hopefulness about their futures.”
Schwartz said Cornell University has seen more student suicides
than most other colleges in recent
years, which has fostered a percep-

do. In every category, it’s a 10 percent cut. We have as many different LGBTQ courses coming up this
spring as we had this fall. In fact,
we’re able to offer some courses
that we haven’t offered in a while.”
Steven Corey, Chair of the HHSS
Department, did not respond to
The Chronicle’s requests for comment by press time.

in LGBTQ studies generally that
have to do with the overall cultural
competency of the LGBTQ issues
on campus.”
Wearden said the upcoming Nov.
18 forum will only discuss issues in
one group of identities, so this will
be the first of many discussions the
college community has on issues
of diversity and identities because

This is about touching a deeper
nerve.”
– Stan Wearden
Wearden said he knows Shannon
is popular with students, but this
is not about a single section of a
single class.
“[She] really deserves to be honored and respected for that popularity,” Wearden said. “Clearly,
it means she’s doing a good job of
what she does, but I don’t think it’s
about that either because she’s still
going to get to teach.”
Wearden said the outpouring
of responses to these sections reductions is tapping into a bigger
issue on campus, which was why
he has chosen to hold a forum.
He said LGBTQ communities
need a chance to discuss concerns of which they feel people are
unaware.
“There must be something just
in the ethos of the LGBTQ communities,” Wearden said. “It’s about
touching a deeper nerve. There are
other kind of concerns that LGBTQ
students or people with an interest

he respects that other groups of
identities—whether that be cultural, racial or based on ability—have
concerns as well.
“In terms of this particular forum, I hope it’s a really productive
discussion about moving forward,”
Wearden said. “We’ve already identified the fact that we want to be a
national leader on issues of diversity. So saying ‘national leader,’ that
means something really powerful
and strong so we need to hear from
people how can we step into this
leadership role nationally.”
Shannon said she had a hand in
creating and teaching GALS I&II,
“Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender History,” “Queer Theory” and “Queer Literature” at the
college and there should be more
of these types of classes rather
than less.
“The time is right [and] we need
it. I’d like to see some basic curriculum changes, more inclusive, more

Andrea Cannon THE CHRONICLE

College counseling services help prevent suicide

tion that Ivy League and other elite,
high-pressure institutions have a
higher rate of suicide. However, he
said there is no evidence to support
that a college’s academic ranking is
related to its suicide rate. Much of
the data that would show such an
assumption are outdated and reflect institutions where the majority of students were white males, the
most at-risk individuals, he said.
Although medical treatments are
not always completely effective,
Schwartz said counseling programs
on college campuses help prevent
suicide. He said there are many different models of college counseling

services throughout the U.S. and
that their operations depend on the
institution and the monetary resources they have available.
“Sometimes schools are balancing between providing free services
to make the front door accessible to
students, but as a result, they can’t
afford to provide ongoing limitless
care and have to work with services in the community,” Schwartz
said. “But there should be a way
for students to get the level of care
that they might need based on their
clinical circumstances.”

diverse,” Shannon said.
Jessica Paul, a sophomore creative writing major, took GALS I
last semester and said she is afraid
the GALS II class will be full when
she registers for next semester. She
said the college does not have very
many LGBTQ courses or some kind
of GALS major, which she would
gladly pursue.
Paul said LGBTQ students want
to blend in as artists but these kinds
of section reductions affect the
LGBTQ campus community. She
said she appreciates the support
Shannon and GALS classes are receiving from faculty and students.
“Who’s to say that they won’t
keep cutting things and then use
that budget money for something
totally unnecessary?” Paul said.
“It’s troubling, and it’s encouraging to see people doing something
about it.”
Paul said she learned a lot
through Shannon’s passionate
teaching in her GALS I class and
that the course opened up her mind
to the LGBTQ community.
“There’s just so much opportunity [in GALS] for students to see you
can be queer and an advocate and
show your pride and your history in
whatever field you go in,” Paul said.
“It was inspiring to me.”
Terri Griffith, an adjunct professor in the HHSS Department who
teaches GALS II, said unlike other
LGBTQ courses, the GALS courses
are open to all students and have no
prerequisites. They have historically have been very successful, popular classes, Griffith said.
“This class is really powerful for

people,” Griffith said. “They learn
very specifically about issues of
concern to the LGBT community,
not just what we hear in the media.
People also come in this class with a
lot of wrong information. It’s really
enlightening for people.”
Griffith said her classes are diverse, with some students who
identify as LGBTQ and others
who do not, but most belong to the
LGBTQ community in some way
and go on to take more courses in
the field.
“When I taught three sections
a semester, they were always full,”
Griffith said. “It’s the difference between 150 students per semester
and 50. It’s enough to change the
culture of the school.”
Elise Tanner, a 2010 photography graduate, took GALS I her
first semester at Columbia in 2006
and said the class changed her life
because she learned and explored
things she never had previously.
She said when she learned about
the section reductions, she immediately felt the injustice in the decision and decided to get involved
in the conversation. Tanner has solicited email responses on the issue
and has received letters and emails
from current students, alumni, faculty and parents.
“A couple of the letters, specifically from students are really
heartfelt. You can really see where
they are coming from,” Tanner said.
“The challenge is getting the president and provost to really listen. At
this point, there’s a disconnect.”

kdavis@chroniclemail.com

jboylen@chroniclemail.com
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Continued from Front Page

members of Columbia’s community can respond to questions
from the roundtable and add input
while also allowing feedback and
responses to their posts. Wearden
said Civic Commons is a way for
the discussion to continue even after the 90-minute event.
Although Wearden said he was
delighted with the turnout and is
glad Columbia is an engaged community, he said the student turnout
was not as high as he hoped. A variety of opinions will make the sessions a success, he added.
“I hope [attendees] give us a wide
range of feedback in many different
roles at the college,” Wearden said.
“Whether they’re students or faculty, staff [or alumni], all points of
view matter.”
As far as making the discussions
available for everyone on campus to
attend, Wearden said he hopes the
transparency the administration
is working to cultivate strengthens
feelings of trust and respect among
the campus community.
“[Making these discussions
open] really highlights the fact that
we see ourselves as one single institution with many different voices,

and we want to make sure that we
hear and respect those many different voices in a safe space to speak,”
Wearden said.
John Green, interim dean of the
School of Fine and Performing
Arts, said open discussions will foster a positive image for the college.
“I think what we’re doing is quite
unique,” Green said. “[The discussions] are giving everybody a voice
so that nobody can say, ‘I wasn’t
consulted,’ or, ‘I don’t know what’s
happening.’ We are all able to contribute to this, and it’s a truly democratic process, which is great.”
Green also said there is a need
for more student interaction at the
discussions because students are
the ones who are actually going
through the process of what was
described as “the new Columbia.”
“[The new Columbia] is emerging out of what we already have at
the college and how we are positioning ourselves to be a highly effective and competitive institution
going forward into the 21st century,” Green said.
Making the college more transparent is a positive and helpful
move to better Columbia and its
image, Green said.
“Something we and other colleges [haven’t done in the past] is

Whether they’re students or faculty,
staff or alumni, all points of view matter.”
— Stan Wearden

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE
Students, faculty and administrators contributed opinions on Nov. 5 at Ferguson Auditorium in the 600 S. Michigan Ave. Building at the first of six roundtable discussions.

make the purpose and mission of
the college far more transparent so
we share a common ground so that
students particularly understand
that as they are going through their
education with us now, we’re actually looking to improve the quality
of the education,” Green said.
Giving the college more of a community environment would create
a better opportunity to tackle challenges head-on, Green said. Gathering input from around the campus
helps administrators make deci-

sions based on what the community is finding most important at the
roundtable discussions, he added.
Peter Hartel, associate professor
in the Cinema Art + Science Department, also attended the roundtable and said these discussions are
beneficial to the college because
they get everyone thinking about
the same issues and give the campus community members a voice.
Hartel said he felt compelled to
attend the event because optimizing the college’s enrollment at a

time of decreased enrollment is a
pressing issue.
“This session addresses the crux
of whether we’re going to continue
to be more open in our enrollment
policies,” Hartel said. “[Optimizing
enrollment is] a big issue, but we
need to balance that with the historical nature of the college, serving
the unserved and the under-served
in higher education in arts and media and who gets access to that.”
cdegen@chroniclemail.com

Do You Know An Excellent Teacher?
Of Course You Do!
Nominate Them For The

2015 Excellence In Teaching Award
Nominations Accepted
October 6, 2014 - December 5, 2014
for details please visit colum.edu/cite
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Continued from PG. 3

Gerardo Galván, the coordinator of
Latino Cultural Affairs and adviser
of the Latino Alliance, said it is important for students to learn about
many different cultures, especially
celebrations like Day of the Dead.
“I hope that [attendees] see that
there are a lot of different cultures
on campus,” Galván said. “There
are a lot of cultural organizations
and cultural departments, so we’re
trying to spread a lot of the culture
that the city has just within the
campus [environment] and for stu-

dents to go around and learn about
those kinds of cultures.”
He said he hopes students will be
able to remember the true meaning
of the Day of the Dead. It is easily
attributed to Halloween, which is
not the intention, he added.
“Death is still a sad part of life,
but it’s a good way to see a twist and
kind of celebrate it and remember
the lost loved ones that we’ve had
and celebrate those good memories,” Galván said.
The event was a success, according to Castanos and Galván. Both
said they had a lot of support on
campus in bringing off the event.

The Latino Alliance hosted the
event Friday evening after losing
its usual space on Stage Two in the
618 S. Michigan Ave. Building and
having to face the many challenges
of the Conaway Center and its different and unusual architecture,
Castanos said.
“I definitely feel like it was a
success,” Knight said. “I came in
and started smiling immediately
from ear-to-ear. The feel, the atmosphere, the people, the performances, [basically] everything was just
great and superb.”
cdegen@chroniclemail.com
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Carolina Sánchez THE CHRONICLE
Spoken word, dance and song performances took
place at the Day of the Dead celebration Nov. 7.

GIANT club sandwiches

All of my sandwiches are 8 inches of homemade
French bread, fresh veggies and the finest meats &
cheese I can buy! We slice everything fresh daily in this
store! It tastes better that way!

PEPE®

SLIMS™
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

Real wood smoked ham and provolone cheese,
lettuce, tomato & mayo. (The original)

#3 TOTALLY TUNA®

slim
slim
slim
slim
slim
slim

#4 TURKEY TOM®

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
®

#5 VITO®

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

#2 BIG JOHN®

Medium rare choice roast beef, mayo,
lettuce & tomato.
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato.
(My tuna rocks! Sprouts* optional)
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
The original (Sprouts* optional)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

JJ UNWICH

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato, & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 THE VEGGIE

Layers of provolone cheese separated by real avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Truly a
gourmet sub not for vegetarians only, Sprouts* optional)

TW YM
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J.J.B.L.T.®

Bacon, lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(My B.L.T. rocks)

Continued from PG. 3

ok, so my subs really aren't gourmet and
we're not french either. my subs just taste
a little better, that's all! I wanted to
call it jimmy john's tasty sandwiches, but
my mom told me to stick with gourmet.
Regardless of what she thinks, freaky fast
is where it's at. I hope you love 'em as much
as i do! peace!

Established in Charleston, IL
in 1983 to add to students GPA
and general dating ability.

#1

xx AEMMP

★ sides ★
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DELIVERY ORDERS will include a
delivery charge per item.

★ Chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
★ Extra load of meat
★ Extra cheese or extra avocado spread

ORDER ONLINE @ JIMMYJOHNS.COM

freebies (subs & clubs only)
Onion, lettuce, tomato, mayo, sliced cucumber,
hot peppers, Dijon mustard, yellow mustard,
oil & vinegar, oregano, sprouts*.

#7 SMOKED HAM CLUB
1/4 pound of real wood smoked ham,
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato & mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB®

Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®

Genoa salami, Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo & our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Order it with hot peppers)

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB®

A full 1/4 pound of medium rare roast beef,
provolone, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®

Sliced turkey breast, real wood smoked ham,
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

★ Soda Pop
★ Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade French bread! Tell us when you order!

Sprouts*
optional
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato and mayo!

#12 BEACH CLUB®

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Try it on my
7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie sandwich
is really yummy! Sprouts* optional)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
An American classic!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN®
The original gutbuhstuh! Genoa
salami, sliced smoked ham, capicola,
roast beef, turkey & provolone,
jammed into one of our homemade
French buns, then smothered with
onions, mayo, lettuce, tomato & our
homemade Italian vinaigrette.

The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one
has a lot more. Housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato. (Sprouts* optional)

#16 CLUB LULU®

Sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER™
Real wood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato & mayo! (This one rocks!)

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" ®
*WARNING: THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ADVISES THAT EATING RAW OR UNDER-COOKED SPROUTS POSES A HEALTH RISK TO EVERYONE, BUT ESPECIALLY TO THE ELDERLY, CHILDREN, PREGNANT WOMEN, AND PERSONS WITH WEAKENED
IMMUNE SYSTEMS. THE CONSUMPTION OF RAW SPROUTS MAY RESULT IN AN INCREASED RISK OF FOODBORNE ILLNESS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR PHYSICIAN OR LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
©1985, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2013, 2014 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. We Reserve The Right To Make Any Menu Changes.

said the event was set up to promote
the many artist styles AEMMP will
offer on its next compilation release. The variety inspired the title
day//night, Nadeau said.
“Working with the club management class has always been great
for [AEMMP] because we have
this really great event on campus
and put our label’s artists on stage
where the rest of their Columbia
friends can see them,” Nadeau said.
Nadeau said AEMMP’s focus
was to raise awareness about the
label as well as its artists and to let
students know the organization is a
viable on-campus outlet.
“We have so many talented musicians at Columbia that we want to
get everyone involved in AEMMP
Records,” Nadeau said.
According to Nadeau, AEMMP
was established at the college more
than 30 years ago. The organization
encourages student artists interested in working with the label to
submit their work to its website,
AEMMP.org, and attend similar
events to get information about
future developments.
Sara Buzon, a junior business
& entrepreneurship major, attended as one of the performing artists under her stage name,
Deer Emerson.
Buzon said she has also been part
of the AEMMP practicum class
and that the opportunities offered
through the course are great for
students who are eager to delve into
the industry.
“It’s a lot of insight into the music
industry,” Buzon said. “We do just
about everything from press releases to reaching out to local venues.”
As an artist, Buzon said she appreciates the chance to build on her
vision through performing and having the opportunity to become more
comfortable with her style and different musical approaches.
“There is a lot of encouragement
and opportunity to jump on some
of these shows, network and meet
new people,” Buzon said. “The class
built me to the point where now I
can go into the Chicago music scene
and be more confident about myself
and my vision.”
Buzon said exposure to other artists is a major advantage of working
with AEMMP Records and Columbia on similar events. She referenced another of the performing
artists from the day//night release
show as an instant inspiration.
“Being in an art school and seeing a lot of different artists, [you
are] influenced by that,” Buzon said.
“Like The Papers—I’ve never heard
of them before, but I thought they
were phenomenal, and I’m going to
go home, listen to them and they are
probably going to influence some
emotion or feeling that may entwine itself in a new song or idea.”
Buzon was awarded second
place at the “Biggest Mouth” event
at the Metro, 3730 N. Clark St.,
last spring and walked away with
new-found publicity and took
home a monetary prize, which
she plans to use to help release
her debut EP independently in
March 2015.
kholley@chroniclemail.com
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Bipolar risk gene behavior revealed
Assistant Sports & Health Editor and
Contributing Writer
NEW RESEARCH FROM Northwestern

University may provide a better understanding of the biological basis
of neuropsychiatric diseases.
In a study published Oct. 22 in
the journal Cell, NU researchers
used super-resolution imaging to
study cells from mice with behaviors similar to those of bipolar disorder. This is the first time a psychiatric risk gene has been analyzed at
such a detailed level of resolution.
The imaging revealed unanticipated structural and functional
features of the synapses—the connections between nerve cells that
neurotransmitters move across—
called nanodomains.
Neuropsychiatric disorders such
as bipolar disorder, schizophrenia
and major depression affect approximately 61.5 million Americans every year, and one in 17
Americans lives with a serious
mental illness on a consistent basis,

according to the National Alliance
on Mental Illness.
“We were using structured elimination microscopy, which works
by basically shining patterned light
over samples from different directions,” said Kate Smith, first author
of the study and post-doctoral fellow at Northwestern University.
“We can increase the resolution by
reconstructing the images that we
take. It means we can look at multiple proteins at the same time with
high resolution.”
This neuropsychiatric risk gene,
ANK3, was present inside of the
nanodomain structures within the
synapses of the mice.
“Mutations and genetic risk conveyed by [this protein] can contribute in different ways to synapse
structure function,” Smith said.
“This protein is found in synapses
in the brain. We think the problem
with the protein is caused by genetic mutations or disruption of
its function, which will then cause
problems in the communication
between brain cells.”

According to Peter Penzes, co-author of the study and associate professor of physiology, psychiatry and
behavioral sciences at Northwestern University’s Feinberg School
of Medicine, it is not yet clear what
change is taking place in the gene
that is resulting in the symptoms of
bipolar disorder and other neuropsychiatric ailments.
“A difference in sequencing in
the gene between normal people
compared with patients [who suffer from mental illness] could represent a mutation that results in a
faulty protein,” Penzes said.
Recent genetic studies looking
at schizophrenia, bipolar disorder
and autism have concluded that
there is no single gene that causes
neuropsychiatric disease. In more
severe cases, variation in genetic
sequencing can result in intellectual disability or mental handicap,
Penzes said. Post-mortem studies have found fewer synapses in
the brains of people who suffered

Cassidy Johnson THE CHRONICLE
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Plant virus in humans makes brain function wilt

Cassidy Johnson THE CHRONICLE

MAX GREEN
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
MICROORGANISMS THE HUMAN body

comes into contact with play a role
in determining the health of the
immune system and whether or
not people become sick. However,
these organisms invisible to the na-

MONDAY, NOV. 10

ked eye also actively influence how
people feel and think.
In a study published Oct. 27 in
the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, researchers analyzed DNA taken via throat
swab from individuals whose cognitive function was assessed using
a variety of tests. Shotgun genetic

TUESDAY, NOV. 11

sequencing was used to divide longer DNA strands into short ones,
filtering out the human DNA from
the samples and leaving behind infectious agents that may be related
to impaired mental performance.
The DNA readings revealed a
type of chlorovirus—ATCV-1—previously thought to only affect algae.

Its presence was related to a statistically significant impairment of
brain function in both the humans
who unknowingly carried it and
mice that were later fed chlorovirus-containing algae.
ATCV-1 will replicate itself in an
algae cell about 1,000 times within
a 6–8 hour period following infection, according to James Van Etten,
co-author of the study and professor of plant pathology at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Van
Etten was involved in the discovery
of chloroviruses.
“Within a few minutes of the
chlorovirus attaching to it, an [algae] cell has effectively died,” Van
Etten said. “But the virus keeps the
cell alive long enough to complete
its replication.”
Researchers are currently uncertain how the study participants
initially contracted the plant virus,
but Van Etten said an unknown microorganism host or simple contact

SATURDAY, NOV. 15

with a water source are both possibilities for contraction.
“These [chloroviruses] are very
common in nature,” Van Etten
said. “An individual might once in
a while have the viral DNA in their
throat swab if they drink some water out of a pond, but the fact that it
is this prevalent and seems to have
an influence on cognitive function
is a total surprise.”
Dr. Robert Yolken, co-author of
the study, professor of pediatrics
and director of the Stanley Neurovirology Laboratory at the Johns Hopkins Children’s Center, said once the
virus was found in humans, inoculating mice by feeding them infected algae helped determine whether
ingestion of the algae would lead to
of viral infection. It would also help
determine whether cognitive impairment was consistent between
mice and humans.

xx SEE VIRUS, PG. 15

SUNDAY, NOV. 16

Chicago Bulls
vs. Detroit Pistons

Chicago Blackhawks
vs. Tampa Bay Lightning

Northwestern Wildcats
vs. Notre Dame

Chicago Bears
vs. Minnesota Vikings

Time : 7 p.m.
Place : United Center
Where to watch : CSNC

Time : 7:30 p.m.
Place : United Center
Where to watch : CSNC

Time : 2:30 p.m.
Place : Notre Dame Stadium
Where to watch : NBC

Time : 12 p.m.
Place : Soldier Field
Where to watch : CBS
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Adulthood more difficult to reach
JACOB WITTICH
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
COLLEGE STUDENTS KNOW more than

anyone how hard it is to try to be an
adult. Students living on their own
suddenly must make decisions on
their own, but oftentimes they feel
lost and too intimidated to make
those important decisions.
An Oct. 30 National Academies
Press report examines the developmental attributes of young adulthood—which is approximately ages
18–26—in relation to modern society, claiming it is much harder for
the current generation to transition
into adulthood than it has been for
previous generations.
The report is based on a consensus study conducted with funding
from the National Academy of Sciences, which convened a committee of scholars and experts from
varying disciplines relating to the
research and understanding of this
age group to discuss the period of
young adulthood as a transition
into adulthood.
What the report found, according to Richard Bonnie, chair of the
committee and a law professor at
the University of Virginia, was that
young adulthood is a critical period
of development with long-lasting
implications for a person’s economic stability, health and general
well-being and should therefore be
viewed as a separate subpopulation

rather than grouping young adults
with everybody else who is older
than 18.
“There’s nothing magic about
the age of 18 from a developmental
standpoint and indeed, from a social standpoint, adulthood is only
beginning,” Bonnie said. “Young
adulthood has to be understood
as a continuation of the kinds of
development that we think of in
relation to adolescents and as a period of transition … into the tasks
that we associated with being an
independent adult.”
According to Bonnie, it is important to understand this period
as transitional because if people do
not have a steady progression into
independent adulthood, it is difficult as time goes on to make up for
the skills that were not developed.
Bonnie said the committee found
that there are many factors making
the transformation into adulthood
more difficult for the current generation of young people. For example,
Bonnie said this transitional period
is elongated compared to what it
used to be in previous generations.
Some people take longer to develop
skills needed for financial stability,
healthy relationships and responsible decision-making.
“The point is there is a distinct
period of development and that we
really need to be focusing on helping people navigate it successfully,”
Bonnie said.

According to Bonnie, the pathway to adulthood has become much
less predictable than it once was.
The report attributes this unpredictability to a number of factors,
including the cost of college having
substantially increased, a decrease
in well-compensated entry-level jobs
and the costs of living independently.
According to the report, one dominant pattern among young adults
today is declining health, which
could be a hindrance to the process
of transitioning into adulthood.
In terms of mental health, the
study reports that young adulthood
is a time of increased psychological
vulnerability and is often when the
onset of serious mental health disorders becomes recognizable.
Margaret Wehrenberg, a clinical psychologist and director of
curriculum development for the
Candeo online education program for anxiety and depression
management, said during young
adulthood, the brain undergoes
a process in which it opens up to
new possibilities for connection to
integrate brain structure and brain
function, which makes people of
this age more susceptible to suffering from mental illness.
Additionally, Wehrenberg said
it is common for serious mental
illnesses to emerge during this
time and for people to suffer with

xx SEE ADULTHOOD, PG. 15

MIAFAYE STENZEL

Sport: Dance

School: Columbia College

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE

MAX GREEN
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
MIAFAYE STENZEL, A sophomore dance
and business & entrepreneurship
double major, is afraid of heights.
She may sound like a glutton for
discomfort considering that she
has spent the last year and a half
defying gravity 30 feet above the
ground as an aerial gymnast, but
she said the benefits of participating in circus-style training far surpass the momentary brushes with a
long drop.
The Chronicle spoke with Stenzel about learning silks, physical
exhaustion and misconceptions
about pole dancing.

THE CHRONICLE: How do you explain
your sport to people?
MIAFAYE STENZEL: When people
hear the word circus, they tend to
think of a freakshow, so I don’t like
to say circus—I just like to say I do
silks, [an aerial performance suspended by silk], or I do trapeze or I
do pole. My interest stemmed from
dance, which is why I’m at Columbia. That’s my passion. Sometimes
I’ll reference Cirque du Soleil. Often
the reaction is, “Oh, that’s a sport?”
When did you first become involved
with dance?
I’ve been doing professional dance
for about six years now. I went to
a performing arts high school that
I count as my official dance training. We were graded on how you
dressed, how your hair was done—
it was really a knuckle-down type
of school. It was really disciplined,
and we didn’t have much time for
a social life with dance and homework and being so exhausted.

How did your dancing transition to
circus-based sports?

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE
Students work out in the Fitness Studio at 731 S. Plymouth Court on Nov. 6 during a free exercise class for students that focuses on the hips, glutes and abdominals.
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I’ve been doing silks and pole for
about a year and a half now—since
the beginning of my freshman
year—and I’m about to start tra-

peze. I’d done some aerial training
before, but that’s when I became involved with classes I take now.

What attracted you to aerial training?
It started really because I wanted to
get physically stronger because I do
want to make this a career. I started off wanting to do pole, which has
kind of a taboo connotation to it,
but it’s really not like that. You’re
wearing ninja shoes and you have
to climb it like you would a ladder—
it’s basically parkour up a pole. It’s
really difficult. Honestly, I’m afraid
of heights, and with silks you’re 30
feet up and you’re shaking and holding on to the silk and it’s the only
thing holding you up, and it’s terrifying. The silks are like a cat. They
just move around of their own volition. Pole is like a dog—it just stays
there. It might bite you, but it will
never move.

It seems like a physically demanding
exercise. What brings you back to it?
I really believe in being physically
fit and not just going through life
doing whatever to make money.
Being able to do things like circus
training, really hard, really amazing things on silks or on pole or just
dancing in general—it makes me
feel alive. It’s like you’re not just
day in, day out going to the office.
You’re making your life count. You
only get one chance to be here on
Earth and do something crazy and
awesome and amazing that you
want to do just because it makes
you feel good. Maybe if you love it
and practice enough and are passionate enough about it, you can
make a career out of it. It’s also seeing how far you can go as a person.
So much of it is physically so draining and so painful. After practice,
I’m hobbling down the stairs and
buckling my seatbelt is like a chore.
I can barely lift my arms over my
head to change out of my clothes,
I’m so worn out.
mgreen@chroniclemail.com
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Haka exhibit shines at Field Museum

Carolina Sánchez THE CHRONICLE
The New Zealand All Blacks rugby team, led by player Eric Rush (front right) performed the haka, a traditional Maori dance, for the Field Museum event introducing the museum’s haka exhibition running until Dec. 1.

NANCY COOPER
Contributing Writer
IN AN ERA when twerking is taking

center stage at many venues, The
Field Museum is trying to educate
people about a historic dance move
called haka.
The museum is hosting an exhibit through Dec. 1 about the
traditional Maori dance used on
the battlefield or to display pride
and unity.

Traditionally, haka includes
very aggressive foot-stomping,
tongue protrusions and rhythmic
body slapping accompanied by a
loud chant.
Eric Rush, a New Zealand rugby
champion, told guests about the
significance of haka to his nation.
“Haka has a very cultural significance,” Rush said. “It is how
we dignify ourselves as New Zealanders and is something we are
proud of.”

Although haka may be viewed as
a battle dance against opponents,
its meaning has changed over time,
according to Rush.
“In the old days, it was a way to go
into battle and to intimidate the opposition,” Rush said. “Today, haka is
a sign of respect, [so we will do it] as
a sign of respect for our opposition.”
Richard Lariviere, president and
CEO of The Field Museum, shared
his enthusiasm for the exhibit
with Chicagoans.

“The Field Museum is very
pleased to share the history and
beauty of the Maori culture through
this moment,” Lariviere said.
“Through the work of our Field
Museum, we are able to give insight
and teach about the world of the
Maori culture.”
The exhibit features a traditional Maori house, Ruatepupuke II,
which is the only Maori house in
the United States and in the Americas, according to Lariviere.

The house was built in 1881 in
Tokomaru Bay, New Zealand, and
has carved artwork of hundreds of
faces where no two faces are the
same, each face symbolizing a specific ancestor of the Maori people.
Visitors can also view a Marae
Gallery, which includes photography of the Maori culture, military
and cultural events, according to a
Field Museum press release.
Joe Podlasek, director of the
American Indian Center of Chicago, 1630 W. Wilson Ave., also kicked
off the exhibit by paying tribute to
the flag of the Maori culture.
“We start by paying respects
to their flags, an important part
of our warriors, and it is the first
flag of our lands,” Podlasek said.
“Each feather is a memory of somebody that has given their lives for
this country.”
According to Podlasek, each
jingle of the metal cones he wears
encourages feelings of wellness.
There are traditionally four dancers to represent North, South,
East and West, and all directions
are spiritually important and traditionally bring people together,
he said.
New Zealand’s All Blacks kicked
off a rugby game at Soldier Field on
Nov. 1 against the U.S. Golden Eagles with the haka dance. The All
Blacks went on to beat the Golden
Eagles 74-6.
chronicle@colum.edu

One night. One filled with food, fun
and laughs. One night where the
cultures of the world are within reach.
Transport yourself to the World Bazaar
and weave your way around the globe
with food and live performances sure
to amaze and delight. The Bazaar will
open its doors on Thursday, November
13, from 5:30 PM to 8:00 PM.
Entrance is free. Food tickets will be sold
at the door and online. It’s not a night
to miss and not one to quickly forget.

Thursday, November 13
5:30-8:00pm
Stage Two, 618 S. Michigan Ave
#WorldBazaar2014
*Purchase food tickets at: worldbazaar2014.eventbrite.com
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Portable device generates charge from daily activities
JACOB WITTICH
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
THOSE WHO HAVE trouble getting

through the day without their
phones dying might have a new
solution that will keep their batteries charged for longer.
The makers of AMPY, a wearable
device that captures kinetic energy and stores it in a battery that
plugs into a device and charges it,
are in the process of achieving fullscale manufacturing to break into
the marketplace.
The company was founded by
Northwestern University alums
Tejas Shastry, Alex Smith and Mike
Geier as part of an entrepreneurship class they took while enrolled
at the university’s engineering
Ph.D. program.
“We wanted to solve a problem
that we all have, which is that our
smartphones die before the end of
our day,” Shastry said. “We walk
around a lot living in the city, to and
from work, or even go on runs, so
we thought, ‘Why can’t we capture
some of that energy we put into all
these activities in our day and use it
to charge our phones?’”
There are other kinetic chargers
on the market, but AMPY is three
to four times smaller, making it
a portable accessory that can be
strapped onto the body or put in a

pocket to best fit a person’s lifestyle,
according to Shastry.
AMPY is being funded by more
than 2,000 Kickstarter backers who
have pledged more than $270,000,
nearly triple the campaign’s initial
goal of $100,000. The campaign
closed Nov. 9.
“I think AMPY [got so much support] because it solves a problem
that a lot of people have had,” Shastry said. “So many people have active lifestyles that have been waiting for a product that fits into their
life like this, so the message has resonated with a lot of audiences.”
The funds raised from AMPY’s
campaign will be used for pre-production and manufacturing costs
so the company can deliver AMPY
devices to its backers and launch in
retail outlets in 2015, Shastry said.
Beth Macdonald, vice president
of marketing at Dragon Innovation,
said AMPY passed the company’s
Dragon Certification test, which
ensures that AMPY can actually be
manufactured and assembled.
Going through the Dragon Certified program can help with crowdfunding by showing that the creators
are serious about their product and
assuring potential supporting they
are backing something that could be
successful, Macdonald said.
“The bottom line is that the creators of AMPY have made it this far

Courtesy SARAH PINHO
AMPY absorbs kinetic energy, storing it inside a battery that can be used to charge phones or other devices.

because they’re a team that’s done
their due diligence,” Macdonald
said. “By going through this process, I think it says a lot about how
they have a strategy around their
work, and hopefully it should point
to not only a successful Kickstarter campaign and ultimately happy
backers, but hopefully they’re on
the path to being a very successful
company for years to come.”
AMPY can store enough power
for roughly two-thirds of the charge
of most modern smartphones and

users can add approximately three
additional hours of battery life by
simply walking the average daily
number of steps per day, which is
10,000, Shastry said.
AMPY’s main customers are active urbanites or people leading
healthy lifestyles, although anybody who faces issues with smartphone battery life could get use out
of the device, Shastry said.
Currently, those interested in
securing an AMPY can preorder
the device by donating $85 on the

Kickstarter. After the Kickstarter
closes, Shastry said AMPY will be
available for preordering at $95.
In addition to the device, the
co-founders of AMPY have developed a smartphone app for
iPhone and Android users that can
be paired with a person’s exercise
routine. The app can help track the
number of calories a person has
burned and translates that into the
amount of energy earned in AMPY,
allowing people to visualize the results of their activity, Shastry said.
Eric Whobrey, vice president
of interactive for the Chicago Interactive Marketing Association,
said he recently decided to back
AMPY after learning of the device
from a coworker. Whobrey, also
a Northwestern alumnus, said he
was drawn to the Kickstarter product because he liked that it took
technology that has already been
around and made it accessible to
the general population in a way
that could benefit everyone.
“I think it is a technology that’s
advancing in a way that will eventually just be incorporated into
devices when it’s small, fast and
efficient enough,” Whobrey said. “It
will be built into our phones, it will
be built into our watches and other
electronic devices.”
jwittich@chroniclemail.com

Columbia College Chicago
Concert Hall, 1014 South Michigan Ave
November 18–19, 2014

Additional performance
Devereaux, LaShera Moo
Dolores, and Tammy McC

Scholars, singers, and vocal performers will
explore ways in which singing voices have
shaped, defined, chronicled, and continuously
re-contextualized the black experience.

Free and open to Columb
students, faculty, and sta
general public. RSVPs are
but will be appreciated—
14 to afrovocality@gmail.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO CONCERT HALL,
1014 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVE |

Gianpaolo Chiriacò (project designer,
University of Salento, Italy), with presentations
by Yaw Agyeman, Mark Burford, Aaron
CULTURAL MEMORY, IDENTITIES,
Cohen, James Falzone, Johari Jabir, E.
AND PRACTICES OF AFRICANPatrick Johnson, Emily J. Lordi, Napoleon
AMERICAN SINGING ST YLES
Maddox, Tammy McCann, Rich McKeown,
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Columbia College Chicago
Concert Hall, 1014 South Michigan Ave
November 18–19, 2014

Center for Black Music Research a
University of Salento, Italy

at colum.edu/cbmr
Columbia College Department of

Project ROTVOSCIAME (The Role
Styles in Reshaping Cultural Identiti
Diasporas in America and Europe) is
Curie-International Outgoing Fellow
the European Union.
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Continued from PG. 11

from neuropsychiatric disorders,
but there was no clear connection
between the two.
“This gene is affecting the risk
of [occurrence] of bipolar disorder
that causes the same changes in
synapses detected in brain tissue of
patients,” Penzes said.

their prescription depends on the
type of symptoms presented, the
severity of those symptoms and
the mental state of the patient,”
Ruby said. “The process of [medicating patients] can be really hit
or miss. Typically, research has
found a combination of medication and psychotherapy to be the
best approach.”
Penzes said a big challenge in

The gene is affecting the risk of
[occurrence] of bipolar disorder.”
— Peter Penzes
Brittany Ruby, a clinical intern
in the college’s Office of Counseling Services, said bipolar disorder
is characterized by episodes of depression, anxiety and mania.
“When someone is manic, it’s
kind of the opposite of depression,”
Ruby said. “They might find they
have a lot more energy than they
normally do or feel like they don’t
need as much sleep.”
According to Ruby, these symptoms can also result in risky behaviors that the person may not have
otherwise taken part in. People
experiencing the symptoms do not
necessarily view them as negative
although they can have destructive
consequences, which is common
because mania is punctuated by
moments of alternating high and
low moods.
“There are some medications
available [for treatment], like mood
stabilizers or antidepressants, but

psychiatry is to try to understand
the processes that occur in the
brain that result in disease because
psychological evaluations and behavioral analysis often do not reveal a definitive, treatable cause.
Recent studies have also found that
the synaptic connections between
brain cells are affected in the presence of symptoms of disease.
“It’s not like a diagnosis of diabetes, where you can measure
something to determine the difference between a healthy person
and someone with the disease. It’s a
big challenge to understand what’s
happening specifically in the brain,”
Penzes said. “If we can understand
the specific molecules that regulate
these [connections in the brain], we
can attempt to design drugs to alter
them and correct the changes in the
brains of patients.”
mgreen@chroniclemail.com

xx VIRUS
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“[The tests] had to do with visual
memory—how well the mice would
remember where they were in a
maze,” Yolken said. “It’s often associated with the hippocampus.”
More than 1,000 genes were adjusted when the mice were exposed
to ATCV-1. These changes in gene
expression resulted in impairment
of navigation, spatial memory and
recognition memory.
“On average, people with the
virus had perhaps a 5–10 percent
decrease in the domains [of brain
function] we measured,” Yolken
said. “That’s probably not noticeable in day-to-day conversation or
activity, but is significant.”

xx ADULTHOOD

Continued from PG. 12

anxiety or depression, both of
which could make a person’s transition into adulthood more difficult.
“For people who have a serious
mental illness emerging during this
time, they’re going to have a very
challenging transition into adulthood because these disorders tend
to affect the development of appropriate social skills and therefore
social relationships and the acquisition of appropriate skills to conduct
yourself in a work environment,”
Wehrenberg said. “And for an adolescent that develops depression or
anxiety, you could have a slow development of mental and social skills.”
According to Wehrenberg, young
adults are more vulnerable to devel-

According to Yolken, this instance of chlorovirus infection is
the opposite end of the spectrum
from the acute infectious agents
that cause noticeable illness, such
as influenza or Ebola.
“People probably have viruses
like this for long periods of time,
and the effects are very subtle, but it
is another aspect of viral infection
in humans and animals,” he said.
Microorganisms play a role in
maintaining all aspects of human
health, according to John Cryan,
professor and chair of the Department of Anatomy and Neuroscience and principal investigator at
the Alimentary Pharmabiotic Centre
at University College Cork in Ireland.
“Studies over the years show that
bacteria in the gut can significantly

influence brain function,” Cryan
said. “Animals that lack any bacteria have major deficits in neurodevelopment, stress response and
cognitive function.”
Although it has been established
that impairment of memory, fear
learning and anxiety can be affected by a presence or lack of certain
strains of bacteria, Cryan said all circuits of the brain could be influenced
by microorganisms in the body.
“We’re still working out the question of how the bacteria are signaling
these changes in the brain,” he said.
“We do know that manipulating bacteria can alter the gene expression of
factors in the hippocampus related
to cognitive processes.”

oping addictions at this age, which
could also stunt a young person’s
development as they mature.
Wehrenberg said young adults
are under a lot of pressure and they
feel compelled to escape while their
developing brains are searching for
stimulation and desire new experiences, both of which could make
drug use seem appealing to someone at that age.
“All of these factors make a perfect storm for addictions to develop,” Wehrenberg said.
Another concern the committee
draws attention to in the report
is that the current generation of
young adults appears to be at the
forefront of the obesity epidemic
and is more vulnerable than previous generations to obesity-related
health problems.

Alexis Conason, a psychologist
and research associate at the New
York Obesity Nutrition Research
Center at Mt. Sinai-St. Lukes, said
the focus placed on the obesity epidemic alone is affecting the health
of young adults.
Many young adults are spending
time and energy focusing on their
physical appearances because of
pressure to not be overweight rather than accomplishing life goals and
achieving independence, success, a
career, a family or healthy relationships, Conason said.
“When you don’t feel good about
your body and you don’t feel good
about yourself, it’s really hard to engage in healthy relationships with
other people,” Conason said.

mgreen@chroniclemail.com

jwittich@chroniclemail.com
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NOVICE

SOUS CHEF

GURU

American Goulash

INGREDIENTS

1 lb. ground beef
1/2 lb. elbow macaroni
1 15-ounce can petite
diced tomatoes
3 ounces tomato paste
1 tablespoon ketchup
1 teaspoon onion powder

1/2 teaspoon minced
garlic or garlic powder
1 teaspoon of
Worcestershire sauce
1 tablespoon paprika
1 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Brown ground beef in skillet at medium-high
heat. Boil water for noodles as beef cooks.
2. Once beef has browned, drain excess grease.
Add noodles to boiling water.
3. Add salt, pepper, onion powder, garlic powder
and paprika to beef. Allow spices to cook with
beef for 5 minutes at low heat.
4. Drain noodles. In a large pot, combine spiced
beef and noodles at low heat.
5. Add petite diced tomatoes, tomato paste,
Worcestershire sauce and ketchup to noodles
and spiced beef. Add more ketchup if desired.

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE

LAUREN TUSSEY
Copy Editor
IT IS OFFICIALLY November and the

Chicago chill is getting colder
while the grumbling of hungry college students’ stomachs is growing
louder. As the temperature continues to drop, I have flashbacks of going home to Nebraska and peering
into a giant pot on the stove to discover American goulash—a heaping
pile of golden pasta goodness.
This hearty pasta dish can be
made in massive amounts, providing plenty of leftovers that will

come in handy when another sleeting-rain-wind-and-hail-in-yourface day hits and leaving the house
seems painful.
Begin by browning the ground
beef in a skillet over medium-high
heat. I prefer using ground beef
that is 80 percent lean and 20 percent fat. While beefing it up, start
boiling a big pot of water for the
noodles and cook them, drain the
excess grease from the beef. Be sure
to sprinkle the salt, pepper, onion
powder, garlic powder and paprika onto the beef after draining the
grease and let the spices cook with

ADLER.

FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE.

Graduate Degrees in
Psychology + Counseling

The Adler School is founded on an important idea: Our health resides in

Now accepting applications.
Financial aid and
scholarships available.

our community life and connections. This is what drives our ground-breaking

ltussey@chroniclemail.com

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, November 11

curricula and commitment to social justice.

10:30am-12:30pm

We work with those courageous enough to want to change the world.

RSVP 312.662.4100

Our master’s and doctoral degrees prepare students with the theory and practice
to become agents of social change. The Adler School — Leading Social Change.
Apply today.

adler.edu
Adler School of Professional Psychology
17 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, IL 60602
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the beef for an extra five minutes on
medium-low heat.
Drain the cooked noodles and
put the spiced beef into an empty
pasta pot. Add the tomato ingredients—petite diced tomatoes, tomato paste and ketchup—along with
the Worcestershire sauce to the pot
and happily toss in the noodles and
let them soak up the flavors. Mix all
the goulashin’ goodness together,
take a bite straight off the stirring
spoon and let the wonderful flavors
warm your grumbling belly.
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Exhibit explores secret art created
by concentration camp residents

Carolina Sánchez THE CHRONICLE
This miniature sarcophagus was found in the ground at the Auschwitz II-Birkenau site a year after World War II ended. The original piece by an unknown creator was made
out of wood and is now housed in the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum in Poland.

GINA SCARPINO
Assistant Arts & Culture Editor
AN EXHIBIT FEATURING 20 works of art

made by prisoners in concentration
camps during World War II will be
showcased at the Polish Museum of
America, 984 N. Milwaukee Ave.
The exhibition, titled “Forbidden Art,” is a cooperative initiative
between the Auschwitz-Birkenau
State Museum in Poland and The
Polish Mission of The Orchard
Lake Schools in Michigan. The exhibit has traveled across the U.S.
since 2012 and will move to the
United Nations headquarters in
New York City after it concludes its
run in Chicago in January 2015.
Each work was made in secret by
prisoners in concentration camps
during the war. The pieces document the reality of life in the concentration camps, including caricatures and illustrations of fairy tales
by prisoners for their children.
Marcin Chumiecki, director of
The Polish Mission of The Orchard
Lake Schools in Michigan, wrote

in the guidebook for the exhibition that the pieces were chosen
specifically from more than 2,000
pieces of artwork in the collections of the Auschwitz-Birkenau
State Museum. The pieces invite
guests to experience a degree of
intimacy with the imprisoned
people who created the works and
with the experience of being in a
concentration camp.
Maria Ciesla, president of the
Polish Museum of America, said
it’s special for the museum to have
such a moving exhibit on display.
“[The exhibit is] important because it’s the works of Christian and
Jewish concentration camp prisoners, which means a lot to us because
Poland was despised as much as the
Jewish people by Hitler and it was
to be eradicated off the face of the
earth,” Ciesla said.
Joseph Drobot, president of the
Polish Roman Catholic Union of
America, said the pieces in the exhibit are only a few of the works of
concentration camp art that are
owned by the museum in Poland.

“[The pieces in this exhibit were]
put together to represent the will
to live that these individuals had,
even though they knew they were
going to die,” Drobot said. “It shows
all different emotions, too. You have
the tragedy, the representation of
how bad the life was. But then you
have the storytelling.”
Both Ciesla and Drobot said that
walking through the “Forbidden
Art” exhibit is a sobering experience for viewers. What prisoners actually experienced has not
been communicated adequately to
younger generations, and the exhibit
should help them understand more
accurately, Drobot said.
“It’s the resilience of the human
spirit that is among us [in the exhibit],” Ciesla said. “You feel much
different in this exhibit than you
do outside of it. You just feel how
you do walking through the gates
of Auschwitz.”
One of the pieces in the exhibit titled “Our Biographies” was created

xx SEE FORBIDDEN, PG. 28
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“Forbidden Art” is a new exhibit that shows the hardships and terrors of life in concentration camps during World War II through the eyes of prisoners who created the art.

Sandro Miller Courtesy CATHERINE EDELMAN GALLERY
Pierre et Gilles’ photograph of designer Jean Paul Gaultier was recreated in “Malkovich, Malkovich, Malkovich.”

Being John ‘Malkovich,
Malkovich, Malkovich’
Actor takes on
roles of lifetime
SPENCER HALL
Assistant Arts & Culture Editor
MANY ACTORS ARE known for their
method acting, a skill in which they
immerse themselves in the mind
and physicality of a character.
John Malkovich, an actor known
for his ability to play a wide range
of characters, has taken his method
acting to the world of fine art with
help from his friend, photographer
Sandro Miller, with “Malkovich,
Malkovich, Malkovich: Homage to
Photographic Masters,” a new photography exhibit at the Catherine
Edelman Gallery, 300 W. Superior
St., from Nov. 7—Jan. 31.
The project is a way for Miller to
pay homage to some of his favorite
iconic photographs and photographers, according to the artist.
Malkovich, as the star of the project, is the focal point in each of the
pieces, fully recreating each image,
down to the last detail.
Miller and Malkovich have a long
working relationship, dating back
to more than 17 years ago when
Malkovich was an ensemble member of the Chicago-based Steppenwolf Theatre Company, where
Miller took promotional pictures.
Miller said in a statement that his
close relationship with the actor made it easy to work with him
during the last several years.

“Over the past 17 years, I would
approach John with various personal projects, ranging from short
films to photographic stories,” Miller said in the statement. “He has
never said no and has always been
open to my ideas. For me, John is
a beautiful, clean canvas ready for
paint. He is extremely open-minded, never fearful and always willing
to go to places most actors of his
caliber would avoid.”
He said the idea for the project
came to him two years ago when he
decided to pay homage to his mentor, photographer Irving Penn. He
said after he started working on the
project, he noticed that Malkovich
resembled Truman Capote in one of
Penn’s photographs and the idea for
“Malkovich, Malkovich, Malkovich” was born.
“The result was astonishing, and
the feedback on the work was so
overwhelmingly positive that I decided it would be a wonderful idea
to pay homage to all the photographers that have influenced me over
my 40-year career,” Miller said.
For Catherine Edelman, director of the gallery of the same name,
having the exhibit was a no-brainer
even after seeing only one sample
photograph, she said.
“It was on faith and understanding that Sandro is obviously a pretty brilliant photographer and John
Malkovich, in my mind, is one of
the most brilliant actors,” Edelman

xx SEE MALKOVICH, PG. 28
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Fall trend report:
Posh meets thrift store
FALL FASHION IN Chicago is like a

lovers to sacrifice style for warmth,
so when wearing a coat that masks
an entire ensemble, it has to be
one-of-a-kind, like the outfit underneath the coat.
Instead of wearing summer’s
unstructured tank dresses, women
are donning very feminine dresses,
often made out of lace or chiffon
with subtle leather accents. These
ensembles are invariably accompanied by oversized cardigans.
Knee-high boots have been
replaced with ankle or combat
boots, which when combined with
knee-high socks gives the overall
ensemble a laid-back look. The
trend is paired with shorts or a
skirt and sometimes tights. This
trend can work with almost every
style from preppy to bohemian,
but it hinges on what is matched
with the socks. Either way, this
trend appears every year, each time
better than the last.
South Loop men are just as
fashionable as the women, sporting
some of the season’s top picks
such as oversized coats and cuffed
pants. Men are rolling their pants
just above their ankles, which
really puts a twist on any ensemble
making the small statement a noticeable one. Women have always

cuffed and rolled their pants, but it
has not been as common for men
until now. It is a subtle trend that
goes a long way and also gives guys
a chance to show off their kicks.
Men’s footwear has also evolved,
giving them another way to add
personality to their style. They
are choosing Timberland boots
and classic loafers in tan, brown or
black, often with contrasting soles.
For both men and women,
denim used to be the staple for
pants, coats and even accessories.
However, khaki is now taking over,
giving their look a sophisticated
edge. Military style has found its
way into this season’s trends, and
khaki seems to be an extension of
just that, pairing well with updated
camouflage prints and accents.
ncraig@chroniclemail.com
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CRYSTAL TRACY
senior fashion studies major

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE

“The direction of this piece evolved
gradually, but in the end several
likenesses took shape: the bandit’s
handkerchief mask, the schoolgirl’s
pleated skirt jumper and the magical girl
heroine’s glittery energy. Together, these
elements stand for the fight for women’s
rights and education around the world.”

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE

thrift store: You can never predict
what you are going to see, and it
changes every day.
Walk down South State Street
and you’re likely to see everything
from riding boots paired with
knee-high socks to outfits that
combine vintage pieces with newer
trends. The neighborhood boasts
some of Chicago’s most distinctive
looks, as the South Loop is home
to some of the most creative, fashion-forward students looking to
make an impression beyond
the classroom.
How do Columbia students walk
the fine line between individuality
and disaster? Refined accessories
make the difference. Brimmed
hats are taking the place of the
go-to beanie, adding a touch of
sophistication. Instead of chunky,
multi-colored wrist wear, ladies
are sporting classic gold watches
and thin, dainty bracelets that
complement them.
South Loop students also appreciate functionality, adopting duster
coats and oversized outerwear, not
just to make a statement but to stay
warm in wind chill factors that can
plunge to 40 below. Voluminous
outerwear often requires fashion

MACKENZIE MATTHEWS

Sophomore art+design major

SHRI PRASHAM

AUDREY FARACE

Senior photography major

Sophomore cultural studies major

ANDREW SKODA

Senior photography major

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE WAY TO STAY WARM IN THE WINTER?
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WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE WAY TO STAY WARM IN THE WINTER?

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE WAY TO STAY WARM IN THE WINTER?

“500 sweaters at once.”

“Layering.’”

“‘Heavy socks and boots.’”

“‘Cuddles.’”
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Columbia alumna ‘Architect’ of
new science-fiction noir film

cinema art + science Presents
take 1 film festival
a juried festival featuring the best of
moving image Production i and ii student films

Assistant Arts & Culture Editor
CLARA ALCOTT, A 2001 film + video alumna, first

started working on the screenplay for “The
Distant Architect” 10 years ago. Originally
set to be a full-length movie, it was trimmed
to fit a smaller budget and enable filming in a
shorter period of time, Alcott said.
Now, after launching a Kickstarter campaign and receiving funds from the Illinois
Arts Council, Nokia and The Independent
Spirit Awards, Alcott will finally see the film
brought to life.
Alcott said the cast and crew will begin
filming in March 2015 over the course of
six days. The film follows a young architect
named Karen who begins to question who
she is and what she knows about her body.
The film is filled with suspense and tension,
be fitting its science-fiction noir film category, she said.
“I wanted to make a very visual piece, and I
wanted the protagonist to be an artist, something that would be very visual [for the viewer],” Alcott said. “That’s how I got to architecture. I also love design and architecture,
so I really started to get into it when I started
doing the research for this film.”
José Luis Rios, the director of photography for the film, said he first met Alcott in the
early 2000s, and before long, they discovered
they spoke similar visual languages. Rios
said he was instantly drawn to “The Distant
Architect” when Alcott first sent him the
screenplay for the film.
“The screenplay was poetically and visually written,” Rios said. “The story came to life
with every page I turned.”
Laurie Little, producer for the project and a
lecturer at Columbia, said she was introduced
to Alcott through friends in the Cinema Art +
Science Department, previously the film +
video Department, who said the two would
work well together. She said the screenplay

drew her in with its message to women.
“[The screenplay] resonated well with my
interest in the metaphors of women, feminist
issues and how we think about our bodies,”
Little said. “I like the idea of working on a science-fiction noir [film] because of the ideas
of how you get across this interesting, dystopian Chicago through the eyes of [the main
character, Karen].”
Rios lives in Los Angeles and said although
the project is based in Chicago, he and Alcott
communicate via Skype so the visual elements for the movie can be further developed
for the start of filming.
“We cataloged noir-inspired photos and
films and even listened to music to inspire the
feeling we want to express through the lens,”
Rios said. “Whenever I come to Chicago, [Alcott and I] would explore the city’s architecture for backdrops and do test shoots.”
Little said the last several projects she has
worked on have taken more of a classical approach to film, so she is excited to work on a
project with a different, darker tone like “The
Distant Architect.”
“My [recent] work in social issue documentaries and social issue fiction films has
been much more classic,” Little said. “In a
way, I’m going back to some of my roots. [The
film] just resonated with me because of the
art and experimental aspects of the film.”
Rios said he is fortunate to have been with
the project from the beginning and is excited
to get the chance to see it blossom.
Alcott said she wants the idea of having a
strong female protagonist in this type of film
to resonate with audiences because other science-fiction noir films have focused on men.
“I wanted to write a science-fiction noir
from a woman’s point of view about facing
and solving her problems,” Alcott said. “[I
want people to see a] feminist perspective on
science fiction and noir.”
gscarpino@chroniclemail.com
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Courtesy CLARA ALCOTT
“The Distant Architect” is a noir science-fiction film written and directed by Clara Alcott. The short film tells the story of a Chicago architect
who starts to question how she views herself and what she knows about her body.

wedneSday, noVeMber 12, 2014
FILM row cIneMa | 1104 South wabaSh, 8th FLoor
receptIon 5:30 pM | ScreenIng 6:00 pM

awardS wILL be preSented | Free adMISSIon
MIP I

OKAY

cleo childress, amy Franco and yujoung Lee

ROSE

kirsten Mcgarvey, pauli dandino and celine Zaphiratos

SETH

will clare, whitney williams and kai blakley

SOCK

efrain arce, domenic Sengstacke and Jeremy Freeman

STILL LIFE

paxson helgesen, nicole Icaza and Jessica krampe
MIP II FIctIon

AN ENTIRELY ORDINARY INDIVIDUAL

kevin orzel, travis Mckenney and kathleen Ferrini

FREE MAN

Justin Leyba, Mason adams and bryce drobny

MADE US OLD

nathaniel bunce, Joe han and griffin kenna

TUNA

adam kunselman, bryce drobny and Max ginkel
MIP II DocuMentary

AVA

henry Leatham, and emily perez

I’M STILL HERE
beth cantafio

OUT IN THE COLD

Jeremy germain, adam katzner and ethan uphouse

Courtesy CLARA ALCOTT
Alcott said she and the rest of the crew will begin filming “The Distant Architect” in March 2015 around downtown Chicago. She said the goal
is to film the movie in six days and have it edited by July so it can be submitted to film festivals.
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Saving Chicago’s Youth
In the aftermath of tragic losses,
communities create alternative
approaches to gang intervention

W

earing a suit jacket, slacks and a blue tie
with yellow stripes, Ronald Holt, commander of the Chicago Police Department’s Special Activities Unit, looks like a normal businessman or typical high-ranking cop.
Underneath his dapper attire is a man who copes
with the loss of his only son, Blair Holt, to gang
violence on May 10, 2007. Ronald Holt now leads
the Special Activities Unit—among many other
duties—in working with local youth and assisting
families affected by gun violence.
Blair Holt, 16, was shot in the upper stomach
less than a month before his 17th birthday when
a fellow student named Michael Pace aimed at a
student with whom he had “beef” while riding the
bus from school. Five students were struck, Blair
among them. He was gunned down while shielding a friend from the fatal shot.
“Not a day goes by that I don’t think about him
[and] wonder what he would be doing now,” Holt
said, his loud voice softening. “It’s a daily endurance of emotion, tears every now and again…. I
always see kids here and there that remind me of
Blair at different stages of his life.”
Holt is not alone in his grief. Though gang-related
shootings are reportedly on the decline, they continue to claim the lives of innocent victims such as
Blair Holt or Antonio Smith Jr., a 9-year-old honor
student from the Greater Grand Crossing neighborhood on Chicago’s South Side who was fatally
shot Aug. 20 for reportedly shouting a warning to
rival gang members of Pocket Town, a Gangster
Disciples faction, according to a Sept. 20 Chicago
Tribune report.
But solving the gang violence problem in Chicago is much more complicated than just addressing crime, shootings and gangs. From illegal guns
and firearm legislation to fractured family units
and education, law enforcement and advocacy
groups are addressing Chicago’s complex, longstanding gang violence problems by examining
multiple perspectives.
In comparison to declining non-gang related
homicides, gang-related homicides declined between 1995–2002 but leveled off between 2001–
2010, illustrating that a greater proportion of all
homicides in the city involve members of street
gangs, according to a December 2013 study published in the Institution for Social and Policy
Studies at Yale University.
According to CPD figures released in March to
the Chicago Sun-Times, there were 90 gang-related shootings between Jan. 1 and March 14 of this
year, a decline from 163 gang-related shootings
during the same three-month period in 2013 and
223 in 2012. However, police statistics were called
into question in an April 2014 Chicago Magazine
article that detailed how the categorization of the
city’s homicides resulted in what appeared to be
a decrease in homicides. The police did not provide up-to-date statistics to The Chronicle, as of
press time.
It is possible that community outreach is playing a role in the decline in shootings, but homicides will remain stable in troubled communities
where members of opposing gang factions share
a close space and have intense conflicts with one
another, Holt said.
“It’s unfortunate that the homicides continue,
but you’re going to get those numbers just about
20 • November 10, 2014

anywhere you go where there’s a dense population of people,” Holt said. “Depending on what
they’re fighting over seems so important to them
they think that it’s ok to shoot and kill. But it’s
not okay to shoot and kill [whether] they’re in a
gang or not.”
Within the department’s special activities unit
is the Drug Abuse Resistance Education program,
in which officers go into schools and educate students on the dangers of joining gangs and abusing drugs, and the Gang Resistance Education and
Training program, in which students are taught
how to avoid gang violence.
Lloyd Bratz, Regional Director of D.A.R.E.
America, who manages programs in states such as
Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky, said the new curriculum focuses on helping youth make sound
decisions rather than emphasizing the risks and

Story by Tatiana Walk-Morris
Following the loss of their daughter, the Pendletons founded the organization, which advocates
for gun control legislation and informs the public
on gun violence causes and proper intervention.
Through policy work, it aims to address gun violence by supporting tougher gun laws because lax
gun regulations are contributing to the city’s violence, Rudolph said.
The CPD confiscates more than seven times as
many illegal firearms used in crimes as New York
City and double the number of Los Angeles, according to a May 27, 2014, report from the CPD.
The largest out-of-state sources of Chicago’s illegal guns were Indiana, Mississippi and Wisconsin,
and nearly 20 percent of guns recovered at Chicago crime scenes were purchased at four stores in
Lyons, Riverdale and Lincolnwood, all in Illinois,
and Gary, Indiana, the report found. Many of the

Because of the proliferation of guns in our city and
in our country, typical arguments and fights become
deadly because you add guns in the equation.”
— Angela Rudolph
outcomes of their choices, as they did with the
program’s past “Just Say No” approach.
“We still talk about risks and consequences, but
we also try to prevail on the individual youth to
make decisions for himself or herself,” Bratz said.
The police also provide resources for communities, such as information on social service agencies
and community support groups for families, finding pastoral care for families and working with the
attorney general’s office to generate funding for
families of crime victims, Holt said.
The CPD also runs the Officer Friendly program,
in which officers visit and build better relationships with students, Holt said, adding that building trust with young people is critical.
The disconnect between law enforcement and
youth can happen for several reasons. For young
people, it could stem from the perception of police
corruption and witnessing mistreatment by the
police. For officers, it’s important to understand
the communities they serve and not to judge youth
based on appearance. Police must be sensitive to the
community’s needs.
“They can assume that an African-American boy
walking around with his pants sagging [is] up to
no good,” Holt said. “In the business of law enforcement, don’t judge a book by its cover.… You
get more out of a person when you approach them
with respect.”
As for coping with his son’s death, Holt said
some days are better than others. He said he still
wonders why Pace opened fire that day.
Dealing with the loss of a child is a day-by-day
process for any parent, said Angela Rudolph, executive director of the Hadiya Pendleton Foundation, a nonprofit founded by Cleo and Nate Pendleton. Hadiya, their 15-year-old daughter, was
fatally shot by alleged gang members a mile from
President Obama’s home in a South Side neighborhood shortly after performing with her high
school band for Obama’s second inauguration
ceremony in January 2012.

guns coming from these stores have been recovered at crime scenes less than three years after
they were bought, according to the report.
The police recovered 515 guns that were sold
at Westforth Sports, Inc. in Gary, and 483 sold at
Shore Galleries in Lincolnwood between 2009–
2013. During that same period, the police recovered 659 guns purchased at Midwest Sporting
Goods in Lyons that were used in crimes in Chicago. Of those, 333—about 51 percent—were confiscated within the years of original purchase at
Midwest Sporting Goods, according to the CPD’s
report. Chuck’s in Riverdale sold 1,516 guns that
were used in crimes in Chicago, 529 of which were
recovered within three years of original purchase.
Contrary to popular opinion, not all gang violence is directly targeted at rival gangs, but rather
springs from conflicts between individuals that
are not necessarily about the gang, Rudolph said.
Now that there are more illegal guns in the city,
those personal conflicts often result in fatalities.
“If we’re to address the business practices within
those said gun stores, [that] could have an immediate impact in terms of the number of illegal guns
that are driving what happens in the city of Chicago,” Rudolph said. “Because of the proliferation of
guns in our city and our country, typical arguments
and fights become deadly because you add guns in
the equation.”
Under Illinois’ concealed carry law, those who
want to carry a firearm must comply with several
rules. They must be at least 21 years old, have a
valid Firearm Owners Identification card, complete 16 hours of firearms training, not be prohibited under federal law to possess a firearm
and not have any physical violence misdemeanors or alcoholic and drug convictions within the
past five years, according to the Illinois State
Police Department.
Those escalating interpersonal conflicts—though
not all are directly related to advancing the interests of a gang—are more fatal than these of the
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Design by Andrea Cannon
past, but other factors such as the availability of
illegal firearms, quality education and mentorship
are also at play, said Roseanna Ander, executive
director of the University of Chicago Crime Lab.
Programs that may not be directed toward gang
violence prevention but rather focus on education
could be an anti-gang strategy, Ander said. As the
level of education increases, the probability of
crimes like shoplifting, vandalism and assault decrease, according to a study published in the February 2010 issue of Applied Economics.
“We know that … when kids disengage from
school, they are at increased risk for all kinds of
negative outcomes, including crime and violence,”
Ander said. “I think it’s a lot of different things
for different kids…. Every case is going to be different, and that requires a system that’s going to
be responsive.”
Students begin to lose interest in school for a variety of reasons, such as trauma and other unmet
mental health needs resulting from the violence
within their communities, trouble at home or falling behind in their coursework, Ander said. For
example, once students have fallen behind in their
math courses, that can become a barrier to getting
their diploma, but having a tutor and mentor can
help those students catch up, she said.
“How can we figure out how to remove that
barrier and help kids—even when they’re far behind—learn the material and get past the math
class so that they can stay on track or get on
track to get a high school diploma?” Ander said.
“I think [we should not be] giving up on kids—
which people are too willing to do once they’re
a teenager—and say instead, ‘What are the things

that work best, and how do we take those things
to scale?’”
Education can be a critical part of reaching out
to youth, but having a mentor to relate to helps reinforce the necessity for education and thus deters
kids from resorting to joining gangs.
When Diane Latiker, mother of eight and founder of Kids Off the Block, reaches out to kids and
teens, she lets them know she is there to help
them but stresses that their choices will shape
their futures.
A resident of the Roseland neighborhood, she
said she listens to them describe a variety of problems such as homelessness, lack of a father figure,
grandparents stepping in as parents, falling behind in school and living in fear of the gangs.
After hearing her children’s friends discussing
gang violence in the community, she decided in
July 2003 to found Kids Off the Block, a nonprofit
youth program that helps kids and teens with education, health and life. She said she has seen kids
who have gone on to receive higher education
while others, despite her reaching out to them, fell
into gang life. Latiker said some of her mentees
have lost their lives to gang violence.
“Some of them have told me, ‘I won’t live to see
20, so why should I think about it?’” Latiker said.
“[When they join a gang] I’m very hurt, and I criticize myself for not doing enough…. I so want them
to see what I see in them.”
The children and teenagers in her organization
have witnessed violence in their communities,
lived with broken families or dealt with issues in
school. With a broken home life, joining a gang
can fill the void and provide a sense of family.

Number of guns used in crimes recovered in Chicago by gun dealers from 2009-2013

“They join gangs because their families are so
broken up,” Latiker said. “The gang is a negative
family … but it’s a family and they feel like they
belong, and it’s better than what’s at home.”
For Alex Del Toro, a father, the program director
of Safety and Violence Prevention for the Humboldt Park and Logan Square YMCA and a former
gang member, the lack of a father figure in a family with no brothers and three sisters was a major
factor in his decision to join a gang. Making fast
money within the safety of his neighborhood was
also another benefit, he said. With a hard-working
single mom and a dad he never met, leaders of the
local street gangs he leaned on when he began
gangbanging at about 9 or 10 years old, he said,
adding that the streets are hard to compete with
when pulling kids away from gang life.
“When I saw these guys on the street, I wanted
that acceptance and that unconditional love,” Del
Toro said. “The streets are available 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, 365 days a year, and that’s
hard to compete with because you can’t go up to a
young person and ask them to give up the streets
without giving them something in return.”
In addition to keeping up with them while in
school, at home and at the center, the YMCA has
a variety of programs that engage kids with different interests, Del Toro said.
When he was in school, he was on the varsity
football team but was asked to leave after rival
gang members opened fire at him during a game,
pushing him further away from school and into
the street life.
When reaching out to at-risk kids, Del Toro said
he talks to them using street language, stays in
their lives as long as he can and tries to convince
them to dream bigger than their neighborhood.
He said the YMCA’s mentors go into neighborhoods and try to attract kids to their programs,
but keeping them interested is not easy. In some
cases, a kid will be born into a family that has been
involved in gang activity for several generations,
but in the end, he tries to teach young people to
aspire to see the world beyond their neighborhood, Del Toro said.
“You’re looking for the people who know it’s
time to go [because] this isn’t worth [their] life,”
Del Toro said. “If I can convince that kid that
there’s more to life than the four corners, and
he believes and buys into [that] what his family
and all these other people think is irrelevant, now
you’ve got a dreamer.”
When teachers, parents or other authority figures talk to young people without knowing much
about gang life, it can encourage them to find
acceptance on the streets, he said, adding that
people join for reasons like protection, fear or
family tradition.
Ultimately, Del Toro’s children were his motivation to leave the gang. He said he preferred not to
disclose the set with which he identified. He did
not want his children to grow up without a father
like he did.
“My kids saved my life, ’cause their existence is
what made me want to leave the streets,” Del Toro
said. “I’m going to be Alex, now…. No more selling
drugs. No more giving people commands to hurt
[other] people. I’m going to go out there, and I’m
going to do this for my kids.”

twalkmorris@chroniclemail.com
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Jake Gyllenhaal goes all-in for psychological ‘Nightcrawler’ role
JOSH WEITZEL
Film Critic
ON THE MORNING news, viewers see

footage of crimes, accidents and the
aftermath of some of the most painful things a person can experience.
But what are the costs some people
pay to get that gruesome footage?
Screenwriter and first-time director Dan Gilroy’s “Nightcrawler” is a
gripping thriller about the ruthless
multimedia journalists who strive
to be the first to get the footage.
Set in Los Angeles, a man named
Lou Bloom (Jake Gyllenhaal)
searches for a job with little success. After witnessing the aftermath of a car accident, he finds a
new career: nightcrawling. The
job entails driving through the city
streets at night with a police scanner, listening intently for calls that
might be newsworthy. Bloom travels to the accidents and records
the outcome, then sells it to local
news stations for broadcasting. He
begins working alone, using only
a rinky-dink video camera and a
beat-up car. After hiring an intern,
Rick Garcia (Riz Ahmed), Bloom’s
business begins to flourish until
they capture footage of a home invasion in progress, a venture that
sets off a deadly chain of events.
The film’s standout performance
was from Gyllenhaal’s electrifying
portrayal of Bloom, who appears
highly intelligent, persistent and
articulate, but is an emotionless
sociopath who will do anything

to succeed. He is a natural-born
salesman, selling himself to anyone who will listen. Bloom remains
optimistic even after setbacks and
only looks at how he can improve
productivity. He frequently repeats
his motto, “If you want to win the
lottery, you have to make the money
to buy a ticket.” However, he goes
to great lengths to get the best shot
possible, even if it means altering
a crime scene before the police arrive. Eventually, Bloom begins to
blur the lines between journalist
and participant.
Cinematographer Robert Elswit,
known for his Oscar-winning work
on “There Will Be Blood,” uses dark
lighting in nearly every scene to enhance Gyllenhaal’s performance.
Bloom is always shrouded in darkness, accentuating his gaunt face
and striking eyes, and making him
more ghoul than man. His bulging
eyes alone light up the screen like
beams, commanding the audience’s
attention from start to finish.
As disturbing as the characters
and story are, the film is funny in
an uncomfortable way. Bloom is
always looking for ways to improve
his business, and his emotionless
dialogue and unwavering desire
to be successful helps lighten the
mood. Later in the film, Bloom
and Garcia run from a dangerous
crime scene. Garcia failed to help
Bloom, so he explains, “You might
have learned a new skill that would
make you more useful and put us on
a track toward growth!” It is a dark

230 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604
312-427-5580•800-421-1899

IMDb

situation, but Bloom’s acidic commentary breaks up the bleakness.
Bloom sells his footage to Nina
Romina (Rene Russo), a morning
television news director who is on
the verge of being fired unless she
can get her show’s ratings up. Neither Bloom nor Romina have any
qualms about releasing the home
invasion footage, and the tack of
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the film shifts to revolve around
Bloom’s ethics. The media’s presentation of his videos is controversial, as the newscasters hype up the
anemic threat of the situation. Even
Romina’s famous motto is controversial, despite its prevalence
in the journalism industry: “If it
bleeds, it leads.” In a sense, Bloom’s
reality is the manifestation of the

danger in that adage, raising quiet
speculation about the true value of
violence coverage.
“Nightcrawler” is filled with immoral characters, visceral imagery
and a gripping story. Gyllenhaal’s
transformative performance will
leave the audience breathless.
jweitzel@chroniclemail.com
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‘Blues in Black
and White’ shares
colorful history
BAXTER BARROWCLIFF
Arts & Culture Editor

MICHAEL L. ABRAMSON’S photo series

“Pulse of the Night,” which captures the feel and the look of the
Chicago blues scene of the 1970s,
was the topic of a Nov. 4 roundtable talk called “Blues in Black and
White” at the Museum of Contemporary Photography, 600 S.
Michigan Ave.
The roundtable consisted of
Mark Pohlad, associate professor
in the Department of History of Art
and Architecture at DePaul University, David Grazian, associate professor of sociology at the University of Pennsylvania and Tom Lunt,
producer of the “Light on the South
Side: Photographs by Michael L.
Abramson” box set. Moderated by
Monica Hairston O’Connell, executive director of the Center for Black
Music Research at Columbia, the
three discussed the photographer’s
work. Abramson, who died of kidney cancer in 2011 was best known
for his commercial work and photographs of celebrities such as Steven Spielberg, Michael Jordan and
Louis Farrakhan, which he took after he became a notable name in the
photography industry.

His early career was spent photographing clubs on Chicago’s South
Side while working on his master’s
thesis at the Illinois Institute of
Technology in the ‘70s. His work
from the era will be on display at the
museum through Dec. 19.
Pohlad said Abramson’s speciality was taking great portraits, no
matter who his subject was.
“Photographing people was his
thing,” Pohlad said. “No matter if
it was at these clubs in the early
days or CEOs later when he was a
commercial photographer, he was
always a great portraitist.”
Pohlad said before moving from
New Jersey to Chicago to attend
IIT, Abramson was not an expert
photographer but was acutely
aware of the social class differences
that he later attempted to capture
in his photos.
“As he started going to these
clubs, he was also turning into a
photographer,” Pohlad said. “He decided that this was going to be his
life’s work.”
Grazian said Abramson was one
of the few non-blacks to go to blues
clubs on the South Side but was
welcomed by the community.
“As documented in the photographs, these neighborhoods were

Courtesy CHASITY OLAJIDE
Perv’s House Lounge was one of the many blues clubs on Chicago’s South Side where photographer Michael L. Abramson would take photos of black night life in Chicago.

predominantly African-American,”
Grazian said. “Segregated from
white neighborhoods in the city,
the clubs would have predominantly black patrons in its audience,
but there were occasionally white
fans like Abramson that went to
those clubs.”
Grazian said Abramson’s photographs show a scene in South
Side blues clubs such as Pepper’s
Lounge and Perv’s House, that is
nothing like the atmosphere in
those clubs today.
“The [sound] that one would
hear in these South Side clubs was
not the blues that one would hear in
today’s clubs,” Grazian said. “It was
sort of an amalgam of black styles
of music, all sort of weaving together a kind of magical tapestry, funk,
rhythm and blues, rock, gospel music, even disco. At these clubs, there
was a much more inclusive way of
thinking about the palette of African-American musical traditions.”
Lunt said he knew immediate-
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ly that Abramson’s photographs
had to be published because there
was nothing else like them being
done in the photography scene of
that time.
“When I saw [these photographs], my first thought was,
‘These aren’t only interesting—
they’re important,’” Lunt said. “Because I had been a long-time collector of photo books and studied
photographers and photography for
years and years, and so I knew what
I was looking at.”
Lunt said Abramson’s work was
unique because he captured the audience at these clubs, a concept no
one else had previously published .
“Here’s a guy that did something
really unusual,” Lunt said. “He
went to these places and took photographs that nobody else took in
these places. Everybody went down
to the South Side and took a picture
of Bobby Rush, took a picture of
Buddy Guy—the cameras were always pointed at the stage and never

at the people who were there.”
Pohlad said Abramson would
shoot photos about five nights a
week and take more than six rolls
of photos each time as he got more
involved with the South Side scene.
“In time, Abramson became a
part of the scene he was photographing,” Pohlad said. “Patrons fed
him, they lent him money, sometimes he said he got calls from clubs
saying, ‘We’re having a party, are
you going to be there on Saturday?’”
By photographing the audiences of the South Side blues clubs,
Abramson was successful in capturing the culture of the clubs and
the people who frequented them at
the time, according to Lunt.
“When he did that, first you saw
the accoutrement of a particular
culture,” Lunt said. “The fashion,
the flare, the way in which people
interacted … nobody had ever done
that before.”
bbarrowcliff@chroniclemail.com
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Blonde Redhead sway Bottom Lounge audience
BAXTER BARROWCLIFF
Arts & Culture Editor
BEFORE THE DAWN of large stadium

rock shows and corporate-sponsored outdoor festivals, fans could
go to local bars or small clubs to
see the barrier broken between the
audience and the band. Blonde Redhead is a reminder of these times.
Blonde Redhead played the
quintessential bar gig Nov. 3 at the
Bottom Lounge, 1375 W. Lake St.
The group, which is now touring
North America for its recent album, Barragán, is playing shows
in theaters, ballrooms and the like,
providing the level of intimacy that
their new album requires.
Consisting of Italian-born twin
brothers, drummer Amedeo and
lead guitar/vocalist Simone Pace
and Japanese rhythm guitarist/vocalist Kazu Makino, the trio began
its performance with Eastern-influenced “Barragán” and “Lady M,”
two tracks from the new album,
without greeting the audience.
These two tracks are the perfect
representation of the new album’s
overall sound and set the tone for
the rest of the performance. The set
was more of an experience watching live music performed as an art
form rather than an energized rock
‘n’ roll show where one could move
and groove.
Though there did not seem to be
much of a stir within the audience,
the gaze of the audience members

matched the intensity of the band
playing not too far from where
they stood.
Everyone who bought a ticket
knew they were in for more of a
sway-inducing performance like
those by shoegaze ‘80s bands such
as Slowdive, a group from which
Blonde Redhead has taken cues.
For the next few songs, the band
veered away from the new album
and its minimalist sound by playing
older material like “Falling Man”
from 2004’s Misery Is a Butterfly
and “Love or Prison” from 2010’s
Penny Sparkle. The older material offered some of the band’s more
noise-oriented, synth-backed alternative pop that has led to the
band’s association with the nu-gaze
movement of the 2000s, allowing
the audience to become more lively
and sing along with tunes they were
more familiar with.
The group continued by playing
“Mind To Be Had,” which features
lead vocals by Simone Pace, and
“No More Honey,” the first single
premiered before Barragán officially came out. As the act carried
on, it ventured into the band’s more
upbeat material, bringing faster
tempos and an eclectic, guitar-driven sound. The songs solicited more
of a physical response from the
crowd, who took it to the next level by adding some head-nodding to
the swaying.
Blonde Redhead then switched
into a raw, droning mode, and the

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE
Kazu Makino, rhythm guitarist/vocalist of Blonde Redhead, sings melodically at the Bottom Lounge, 1375 W. Lake St., while on tour for the band’s ninth album Barragán.

trio morphed into the rock band
they are. Between songs, Simone
Pace would strap on Makino’s guitar or grab an alternate from offstage, and Makino would move to
the keyboards, providing an energy
that reflected onto the audience,
which had been receptive since the
trio took the stage. This newfound
energy carried on the rest of the act.
To close out its hour-long perfor-

mance, the group played “Melody,”
one of its most popular songs off of
Misery Is a Butterfly, followed by
“Dripping,” the third track of Barragán, to a grand reception of hundreds of true fans who all stood no
more than 50 feet from the band at
all times in a concert hall that only
holds 700.
The crowd responded with a call
for an encore, which was granted

as the band came back and played
three more songs, like “Dr. Stangeluv” off of 2007s, 23. The crowd
seemingly saved up all of its emotions for one unitary outburst at
the end of the performance. That
paired with the Lounge’s house
lights coming on sent the band and
the audience on their way, satisfied.
bbarrowcliff@chroniclemail.com
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Courtney Barnett lets music do talking for her
It’s kind of a weird process because
I already toyed with some music
and then recorded it in a day in
the studio. It wasn’t really finished
because I didn’t have any lyrics or
anything, but I did it for the sake of
it. Then a couple months after I had
that [anaphylactic asthma attack],
I kind of came up with the idea and
realized that it fit pretty well with
the music.

SPENCER HALL
Assistant Arts & Culture Editor
HAILING FROM MELBOURNE, Australia,

Courtney Barnett is quickly becoming one of the most sought-after singer/songwriters in the indie
music scene. Thanks in part to her
raspy vocals and carefree live performances, Barnett has garnered
recognition as an artist to watch
from music publications such as
Pitchfork and Rolling Stone.
Barnett’s personal lyricism and
wry, straight-forward singing style
harkens back to early ‘90s guitar
rock. Influenced by groups such as
Nirvana and The Breeders, Barnett
is putting her music first and everything else second.
With her 2012 EP I’ve Got a
Friend Called Emily Ferris and
2013 debut album How to Carve
a Carrot into a Rose, Barnett has
taken her infectious stage performances and stellar lyricism to the
U.S. with a co-headlining tour with
Brooklyn-based San Fermin.
The Chronicle spoke with Barnett about writing lyrics and gaining international and critical acclaim in both Australia and the U.S.

A lot of bands, such as Tame Impala
and The Temper Trap, have recently
come from the Australia indie music
scene. Is there a certain type of kinship you feel with these fellow Australian musical acts?
Yeah, I guess there’s a certain natural bond with them. There’s a bunch
of other Australian bands that you
hear about all the time at home. The
first time I’ve met a lot of them has
been when we’ve been overseas, so
it’s kind of weird that you know of
each other, but the first time you
ever actually have to be together
is at something like CMJ in New
York. But there is a certain type of
bond with them.

You have been written about in Rolling Stone as a breakout act of 2014.
Was this type of recognition surprising to you?

THE CHRONICLE: What has it been
like coming to the U.S.?
COURTNEY BARNETT: It’s been a
bit of a surreal feeling. It’s been really fun. I’ve been playing a lot bigger venues than I’ve been used to.

Have you been working on new material on the road?
I pretty much write all of the time.
Away or home, it doesn’t really
make too much of a difference. I

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE
Australian singer/songwriter Courtney Barnett is quickly making a name for herself as one of the top indie rockers to watch thanks to her wry lyrics and edgy live performances.

connect to a bunch of stuff, and then
when I sit down and concentrate,
that’s when I’m able to turn [it all]
into actual songs. I write a lot, not
necessarily lyrical writing. I write
general observations of what’s happening around me a lot of the time.

Do you usually work on lyrics before
the music is written?
They kind of both just happen differently. When I finally sit down
and try to turn them into songs, I
might just have a bunch of chords

that work nicely together, and I sing
bits over it and see what works and
what feels right. But there is not really any formula to it.

Your song “Avant Gardener,” has autobiographical lyrics. Why is that?

Of course. I don’t know how many
people look at stuff like that, but
I’d imagine that it’s probably a lot.
All of those things, in addition to
the Internet with everyone sharing
things, it’s going to make sharing
music a whole lot easier and sharing stuff that people are into.
shall@chroniclemail.com

“One-hit wonders”
Spencer Hall, Assistant Arts & Culture Editor

Jeff Lyon, Faculty Advisor

COME ON EILEEN Dexy’s Midnight Riders – 1982
GENIUS OF LOVE Tom Tom Club – 1984
SUMMER GIRLS LFO – 1999
BUTTERFLY Crazy Town – 2000
BECAUSE I GOT HIGH Afroman – 2000

TURNING JAPANESE The Vapors – 1980
TAINTED LOVE Soft Cell – 1982
ROLL TO ME Del Amitri – 1995
CLOSING TIME Semi-Sonic – 1998
WHO LET THE DOGS OUT Baha Men – 2000

Eddie Diaz, Assistant Sports & Health Editor

Matt McCall, Features Editor

SOMEBODY’S WATCHING ME Rockwell – 1984
BUST A MOVE Young MC – 1989
JUMP Kris Kross – 1992
TAG TEAM Whoomp! (There It Is) – 1994
NOBODY KNOWS Tony Rich Project – 1996

DYNOMITE-PART 1 Tony Camillo’s Bazuka – 1975
BUFFALO STANCE Neneh Cherry – 1989
I’M TOO SEXY Right Said Fred – 1992
BABY GOT BACK Sir Mix A Lot – 1992
THE TOADIES Possum King – 1994

Baxter Barrowcliff, Arts & Culture Editor

Jake Wittich, Assistant Sports & Health

96 TEARS Question Mark and the Mysterians –
1966 SPIRIT IN THE SKY Norman Greenbaum –

FUNKYTOWN Lipps Inc. – 1979
I KNOW WHAT BOYS LIKE The Waitresses – 1982
BLUE (DA BA DEE) Eiffel 65 – 1999
WHIP MY HAIR Willow Smith – 2010
TEACH ME HOW TO DOUGIE Cali Swag District –

1969

ME AND MRS. JONES Billy Paul – 1972
ELECTRIC AVENUE Eddy Grant – 1982
INFORMER Snow – 1993
26 • November 10, 2014
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Thursday, Nov. 13

Lorde ushers in 18th year on
high note with ‘Mockingjay’
MOST PEOPLE WOULD not recognize
the name Ella Yelich-O’Connor if
they heard it on the street, but the
pop-phenomenon who calls herself Lorde on stage has maintained
her fame in the music industry
since she burst into the scene with
her Platinum record Pure Heroine
in 2013.
The singer turned 18 on Nov.
7, which may be surprising to her
less-informed, casual fans seeing as
she has accomplished more in the
last couple years than the average
person would dream of.
Lorde released her first EP, The
Love Club, when she was just 17
years old and quickly rose to fame
with her hit single “Royals,” an
infectious track that deals with
mature issues such as class and the
prevalent materialistic ideals in
today’s society.
What many do not know about
Lorde, though, is that the down-toearth singer has done much more
than just release her debut fulllength at a younger age than many
of her competitors. The pop star
won her first Grammy award at the
56th Annual Grammy Awards in Los
Angeles on Jan. 26, 2014, for Best
Pop Solo Performance for “Royals,”
accepting her award in what would
prove to be her typical awkward, but
humble, fashion.

The Auckland, New Zealand
native has been called a prodigy by
many, is rumored to have already
recorded with Kanye West and has
repeatedly rivaled music industry veterans with her confidence.
In a 2013 interview with The
Fader, Lorde challenged Lana Del
Rey, suggesting that her lyrics are
unhealthy for the young audience
that gravitates toward the “Born to
Die” singer.
“I think a lot of women in this
industry maybe aren’t doing so well
for the girls,” Lorde said in the interview. “I listened to that Lana Del Rey
record, and the whole time I was just
thinking it’s so unhealthy for young
girls to be listening to, you know:
‘I’m nothing without you.’ This sort
of shirt-tugging, desperate, don’t
leave me stuff. That’s not a good
thing for young girls, even young
people, to hear.”
But Lorde has been up to a lot
more than just maintaining her
general realness as of late. What
could be better than a film involving
both Katniss Everdeen and the perfection that is Lorde? The pop star
was responsible for curating the
entire soundtrack for “The Hunger
Games: Mockingjay—Part 1,” the
major motion picture that is set to
hit theaters nationwide Nov. 21. The
soundtrack features Lorde’s vocals
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on her new track “Yellow Flicker
Beat,” and she even treated fans to
the debut of the single’s accompanying music video on the eve of her
birthday Nov. 6.
Fans may have to wait a while for
Lorde’s next release, but they can
take solace in listening to her on
the majority of the “Mockingjay”
soundtrack, as she not only curated
the album but also has three original tracks on it and is featured on
another. It’s hard to imagine what
she will do next, but based on her
marvelous track record so far, it
should be safe to predict that Lorde’s
18th year will be another success.
ksenese@chroniclemail.com
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xx FORBIDDEN

xx MALKOVICH

using a pencil and ink. The head
of each body is a fingerprint from
different prisoners that were being
kept at the Buchenwald camp. Every fingerprint is accompanied by
five thick pencil lines, symbolizing
the camp uniforms. The piece was
created by Józef Szajna.
It was illegal for the prisoners to
create art and they ran the risk of
getting caught, which would have
led to execution. But it was important to them as a creative outlet,
Ciesla said.
“[The prisoners created art] because it was to prove to themselves
that they are still alive,” Drobot
said. “They wanted to leave a legacy, they wanted to document something, but it was an escape from the
reality and the harshness of the experiences they were going through.
They still had that desire to live
and create.”
Drobot said exhibit visitors
should try to imagine the individuals who created the art and did not
let the concentration camps dim
their spirits.
“Their creations were a temporary moment of intellectual and
creative escape but a lasting memorial for us of man’s will to live,
even under the most unimaginable
conditions,” Drobot wrote in the
exhibition book. “To those we owe
a lasting debt of gratitude and the
promise of ‘never again.’”

said. “There was no doubt in my
mind that it was going to be a project worthy of support, so I didn’t
need to see any images, which is not
normally how I work.”
Edelman said Malkovich and
Miller’s relationship is evident in
each of the photographs. She added
that the attention to detail in each

Continued from PG. 17

gscarpino@chroniclemail.com

Continued from PG. 17

photograph comes through in the
photo exhibit.
“They thoroughly investigated
every single image, down to the
type of bees in the Richard Avedon
piece,” Edelman said. “Everything
is very respectful and meticulous.”
Angela Finney, the set designer
on the project, also mentioned the
attention to detail for this project.
“We studied every photograph
for almost a year,” Finney said.

“We’d try to make it literally exact,
which was a really fun challenge.
You’re studying history and every
single little paint drop.”
Malkovich is the only person
who would possibly have been able
to take such an intricate project seriously, Miller said.
“I didn’t want these to be a parody,” Miller said. “I wanted and needed to honor these great photographers. I needed the perfection of an
actor who would put everything on
the line. I watched John become a

Edelman said the mutual understanding and relationship between Malkovich and Miller comes
through in each of the 32 photographs featured in the exhibit.
“I think that trust is evident in
the fact that you’ve got John taking on all these different personas
to what would have been a naked
woman or a naked man to posing
as various different people, and you
wouldn’t get that if there wasn’t
a trust between the actor and the
photographer,” Edelman said.

I needed the perfection of an actor
who would put everything on the line.”
— Sandro Miler

Sandro Miller Courtesy CATHERINE EDELMAN GALLERY
Sandro Miller’s “Malkovich” photo exhibit was inspired by his mentor Irving Penn’s photograph of Truman Capote.

boy, girl, man, woman, Marilyn, Picasso, Hitchcock, Betty Davis and
Che Guevara.”
Finney echoed those sentiments,
pointing out Malkovich’s chameleon-like ability to transform into
each character.
“Malkovich is just an amazing actor,” Finney said. “There was absolutely zero ego involved. He doesn’t
even say much, and then he gets
on set and assumes the character
instantly. It’s remarkable because
each set, he’s probably only on for
about 15 minutes, and he just nails
it first shot out of the gate, which
is pretty unheard of. He just transforms from one character to the
next. He could be naked in one shot,
and then hair and makeup in another shot and he morphs instantly.”

Miller said he hopes the project
helps people to reexamine the iconic images and find the power the
portrait can attain.
“These images are iconic because they invoke a feeling, thought
or memory that is unforgettable,”
Miller said. “For me, these images
were life-changing, inspiring and
just left me in awe. This is my way
of saying thank you to the masters
that created these amazing images.”
“Malkovich, Malkovich, Malkovich: Homage to Photographic Masters” is running from Nov. 7—Jan.
31 at the Catherine Edelman Gallery, 300 W. Superior St., before
traveling to Los Angeles, New York
City, Dallas, Paris and Italy.
shall@chroniclemail.com

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK
colum.edu/internationalstudentaffairs
SOMETHING IMPORTANT
Monday, November 3, 2014
Tuesday, November 4, 2014
9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
(Opening Reception: October 23, 2014)
618 S. Michigan Ave./2nd Floor
WEATHER BREAK:
SHOPPING SECRETS REVEALED!
Friday, November 7, 2014
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Library | North Reading Room
624 S. Michigan Ave./3rd Fl.
IDENTI(TEA)S: ALL IN TOGETHER
Friday, November 7, 2014
2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
618 S. Michigan Ave, 4th floor
EXPLORING MICROAGGRESSIONS: POWER,
PRIVILEGE AND EVERYDAY LIFE
Friday, November 7, 2014
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
618 S. Michigan Ave, 4th floor
ROBERTO TEJADA: EXPLORING CONTEMPORARY
BRAZILIAN ART
Monday, November 10, 2014
2:00 p.m. - 3 p.m.
600 S. Michigan Ave, 9th floor, Rm.921
HANGOOK MEETING – CLASSIC GAMES IN KOREAN
Monday, November 10, 2014
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
618 S Michigan Ave, Stage Two
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MOSTRA 5: BRAZILIAN FILM SERIES
November 10 – 14, 2014 (began Nov. 1)
Screenings take place throughout the Chicago
and regional universities

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP:
Wednesday, November 19, 2014
12:30 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.
33 East Congress Parkway, Room 302

I’M GRADUATING. NOW WHAT HAPPENS TO MY VISA
STATUS?: LIFE AFTER COLUMBIA
Tuesday, November 11, 2014
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
600 S. Michigan Ave./Ferguson Theatre

AFRICAN DIASPORA-STUDY ABROAD:
FACULTY-LED PROGRAM TO GHANA
Wednesday, November 19, 2014
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
618 S. Michigan Avenue, 4th Fl.

BOB MARLEY AND THE MISSIONARY IMPULSE
OF THE 1970’S!
Wednesday, November 12, 2014
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Hokin Lecture Hall, 623 S. Wabash, Rm. 109

LOST COUNTRY. LOST WRITERS. A SYRIAN POET
ON WAR AND WRITING FROM A COUNTRY IN
CRISIS
Thursday, November 20, 2014
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
618 S. Michigan Avenue, 4th Floor

WORLD BAZAAR: A GLOBAL EXPERIENCE!
Thursday, November 13, 2014
5:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
618 S Michigan Ave, Stage Two
REPRESENTATIONS OF TECUICHPO/ISABEL
MOCTEZUMA: THE LAST AZTEC PRINCESS
November 17, 2014
3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
624 S. Michigan Avenue, Rm. 1409
SYMPOSIUM: BLACK VOCALITY II: CULTURAL
MEMORY, IDENTITIES, AND PRACTICES OF
AFRICAN-AMERICAN SINGING STYLES
November 18, 2014 | 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
November 19, 2014 | 9:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Avenue

UNDERSTANDING THE F-1 STUDENT VISA
PROGRAM
Friday, November 21, 2014
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
600 S. Michigan Ave, Room 401
OPEN MIC NIGHT WITH ISO!
Friday, November 21, 2014
5:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
618 S. Michigan Ave, 4th Floor
ROBERTO TEJADA: EXPLORING CUBAN POETRY
Wednesday, November 26, 2014
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
623 S. Wabash Ave, 1st floor, Rm. 109
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New iPads Are Here

Stop by the Columbia College
Computer Store to find out about
educational pricing for iPad.
In stock now!
See store for details.

ComputerStore
best products better service

Store Hours: M - F 11AM to 6PM
33 E. Congress Pkwy 1st Floor (entrance off Wabash) • 312.369.8622
computerstore@colum.edu
We accept:
*Must be a current student, staff, or faculty member of Columbia College Chicago to shop at the
Computer Store. All offers valid while supplies last. No rainchecks or special orders. All sales final.

Cash and starter checks not accepted.
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BLOG: Are We Having Pun Yet?
For some perfectly simple humor,
check out “Are We Having Pun Yet?”
Regularly updated with the most cliché puns to be
found on the Internet, the blog offers a venue to
be entertained that is totally safe for work, safe to
show your mom and is still honest-to-goodness funny.
Plus, if your job involves writing puns, you may get
some tips.
Check it out at: http://arewehavingpunyet.tumblr.
com/
VIDEO: “Marie’s Dictionary”
Languages older than the U.S. are
vanishing with little notice, and women like Marie Wilcox, 81, are the last line of defense
against their extinction. The last fluent speaker of the
language has spent seven years putting together a
dictionary of Wukchumni, the all-but extinct tongue
of a Native American tribe in Southern California. The
short documentary is subtle, thought-provoking and
deeply human.
Check it out at http://www.youtube.com/user/globaloneness/

Alexander Aghayere Graphic Designer

Andrea Cannon Senior Graphic Designer

Colin King Graphic Designer

REASONS OREOS ARE BETTER
THAN PEOPLE

ANIMATED SHOWS THAT YOU DEFINITELY
SHOULD BE WATCHING

REASONS YOU SHOULD
NOTICE TYPOGRAPHY

Oreos taste better: I know that this will be contested,
but Oreos taste way better than people. Most people taste
like salt banks and fresh trash. All I’m saying is that I have
never tasted an Oreo and was upset, and I definitely cannot
say the same for people.

“Over the Garden Wall”: It is a beautiful story that
weaves together terror, witty humor, Americana folk art and
1920s-era music. The series is a fantastic whirl of mystery
and drama, which is a breath of fresh air compared to the
typical toilet humor of some cartoons. Every single moment
of this show gives me warm fuzzies.

Stylization: Each typeface’s style has an individual feeling
or emotion. It is that feeling that you cast as the leading
role in your content. The viewer feels a message through
the anatomy of each letter and with the choice of an appropriate typeface. Designers can use that to productively
envelop the content.

“Gravity Falls”: Oh “Gravity Falls” I could write an entire
love letter to this show. It is by far my favorite show on
television. The show follows twins go who on adventures in
a town filled with the supernatural during their summer vacation. The show does not dumb down its content, leaving
it full of clever humor and legitimately creepy moments.

Connect: Noticing the varying classifications and styles of
type families makes connecting to designers on a deeper
level much easier. This will lead to knowledge of contemporary trends being used to communicate messages to the
average consumer. Appropriate type will be able to accurately represent the content as fresh and new.

“Bojack Horseman”: Netflix’s first original animated
show caters to an adult demographic. At first, the show
seems to utilize usual crude humor too much, but after
that it quickly turns into a sardonic and semi-dramatic tale.
Most episodes left me off with a sense of emptiness, mirroring the feelings of the main character. I applaud any show
that can truly make me feel.

Type design: Typefaces are designed by professionals.
There are people who craft each letter to the most minute
detail. With a new interest and affection for typography, it
will be easy to appreciate.

Oreos stick around: Ever had a relationship with a person and, after a while, it just got so stale it had to end?
Yeah, me neither because Oreos are the only thing I will
commit to and they are perfectly fine stale. I remember
having some Oreos for a whole year and being very satisfied
with how they tasted. They always stick it out till the end,
and I couldn’t be more appreciative of that.
Oreos fight the power: In a world full of racism, prejudice and segregation, Oreos just do not seem to be fazed
at all. They have this interracial love thing and it is truly
inspiring. Thats why I never eat the pieces separately as a
testament to their message. It’s the least that I could do.
Oreos do not talk: Do random people ever come up
to you and talk? I hate that. However, what I noticed the
other day is that Oreos do not talk, and that is a blessing.
It is nice to finally have something in my life that knows it
is sweet but does not have to talk about it and rub it in.
Oreos are great at parties: Oreos are always welcome
at any parties or social events. Unlike that one guy your
friend always invites but you can’t stand and talks to you
just cause you’re in the same place, when you really just
came for the Oreos.

“Steven Universe”: This show brings a feeling of
nostalgia for ’90s cartoons and magical girl anime that I
used to watch as a kid. It is a pink, sugar-coated trip down
memory lane.
“Moral Orel”: Though “Moral Orel” is more than 10 years
old I recommend it to anyone who enjoys a dark comedy.
Each episode builds on making the show darker. I definitely
cried for the entire third season.

Appreciation: With a new-found appreciation for type,
the constant parade of type on the everyday commute will
pop out. Embrace it and deconstruct the choices of the
designers. Compare the feeling of the type to the product
or company and reveal the messages they try to get across.
Express Yourself: Make typography fun and find favorite styles of type. Which sounds better for your content:
strict yet elegant or light and to the point? Compose lines
of different weights or typefaces to create pleasing complements. Around 95 percent of web design is typography,
according to Oliver Reichenstein.

Kaitlin Hetterscheidt THE CHRONICLE
Lead singer Joe Newman of alt-J, the UK-based indie rock group, performs at the Riviera Theatre, 4643 N. Racine Ave. Nov. 1, before the band continues its tour in Detroit, Boston, St. Louis and New York City. The band released its second studio album, This Is All Yours, on Sept. 22.
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No– just... no.

Uhmmm, WTF?

It’s whatever.

I can dig it.

YAAASS!

“John Wick”

“i” music video by Kendrick Lamar

“Thug Life - All the Classics”

“Baby Don’t Lie” by Gwen Stefani

Keanu Reeves stars as John Wick, a retired gangster who hunts down those who killed the dog
given to him by his dying wife. There is no depth
in this film, only fast cars, guns, pretty girls and
a body count that makes Rambo look like child’s
play. Dog really is man’s best friend. — E. Diaz

“i” highlights Kendrick’s artistic vision. The video’s use of creative storytelling to touch on issues like violence, suicide, and inequality positivity demonstrates the level of talent Kendrick
possesses. It sets him apart from other rappers
today. — J. Wittich

Where do these kids get the gall? This viral video compiles deep-web gold, children and young
adults swearing on camera and spewing phrases
from hip-hop culture. Prepare to laugh, cry and
reflect on how different your life would be had you
dropped this knowledge at that age. — M. Green

Though it looks less off-the-cuff than videos of
her past, Gwen Stefani’s latest music video remains all over the place, featuring polka-dotted
pop art and black and white shots with a street
scene in color. It stands out among cookie-cutter pop videos. — T. Walk-Morris

TimeHop

Google Docs app

Rise Alarm Clock app

Waterlogue app

This app allows you to look back four years
into your social media past. It is cool to look
at the pointless stuff I worried about last year
or how dumb I sounded in 2010 posting pictures of Waka Flocka with the accompanying
caption of #futurehusband. — N. Craig

Google Docs is quite the annoying app. Users
can’t edit the documents and spreadsheets
within the Google Drive anymore. The app is
okay, but sometimes it takes a while for the
documents to load on a tablet. Ain’t nobody
got time for that. — T. Walk-Morris

Waking up is probably the worst part of my day,
but my day could start out slightly better if I
chose how I was woken up. The Rise Alarm Clock
app allows me to do just that. Its beautiful design
and customization options allow you to control
how you want to feel when you wake up. — N. Craig

With this app you can take a photo of anything
and turn the image into a watercolor painting. It
has a lot different illustration styles, but it could
use more features and work better with iPhone
photos. It helps add artistic flair to photos even
if you are a non-artist, though. — A. Cannon

“Only” by Nicki Minaj

Broke with Expensive Taste by Azealia Banks

“Let Me Through” by T-Pain

“45” by Earl Sweatshirt

This track, featuring Chris Brown, Lil Wayne
and Drake, is chock full of shock value lyrics.
Though Nicki dismisses rumors surrounding
her and her labelmates, it does not help the
situation. It’s the perfect ratchet club banger for
Young Money fans. — T. Walk-Morris

Though she’s quite the contentious figure in
hip-hop, Azealia Banks’ off-the-cuff rap style
in her new album should not be overlooked.
Its quick, electronic beats and sensual, fierce
lyrics fit a high-fashion runway or a party with
your friends. — T. Walk-Morris

This song, featuring Lil Wayne, is good for a traffic jam. Its slow tempo and relaxed electronica-like beat makes it easy to lean your seat
back and chill while waiting for cars to clear.
Don’t come to this song looking for more indepth lyrics. Just ride. — T. Walk-Morris

This snippet was far too short for me, leaving
me wanting more from the Odd Future emcee.
He exhibits skillful lyricism over an old-school
sampled beat. The brevity of the track makes
it seem haphazardly done and interrupts the
overall flow. — T. Walk-Morris

“The Roommates” by Stephanie Wu
Stephanie Wu’s collection of cohabitation
stories are heart-warming, horrifying and
enlightening. The intimate anecdotes made
me grateful for living alone and confirms
that I’m not the only one who has had less
desirable roommates. — T. Walk-Morris

“Rodriguez Can’t Go Away Soon Enough”

The Wilson Red Line Stop

Quinn’s Election Party

The funny and witty USA Today article detailed
Alex Rodriguez’s baseball career. It was obvious
that Bob Nightengale does not care for Rodriguez or that he cheated his way to millions and
a World Series championship with the New York
Yankees. — J. Scott

“WILSON!” I scream as the train careens toward
the station, which isn’t the craziest thing to hear
on the CTA. When I’m getting off at Wilson, I think
I am going to either have a good time in Uptown,
or the man beside me, who looks like he wears
other people, will skin me. — M. McCall

F. Scott Fitzgerald would have been right at home
at Gov. Pat Quinn’s campaign soiree at the Hotel Allegro, 171 W. Randolph St. The clinking of
glasses and buzzing conversation was deafening until the numbers started rolling in, bringing
the party to a screeching halt. — M. McCall
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Colleges could improve counseling One World Trade Center

AS THE NUMBER of young adults

enrolling in higher education
continues to rise, the need for
colleges to provide adequate
services for students with mental
illness has increased.
Like most institutions, Columbia
offers various forms of counseling
to its students. The office of
Counseling Services provides
them with a maximum of 10 free
individual sessions per academic
year and an unlimited number of
group therapy sessions. Although
Columbia does offer those services,
they can be better advertised
to students, and the number of
sessions provided is inadequate to
truly help a student struggling with
mental ills.
Suicide rates among young
adults ages 15–24 have tripled
since the 1950s, according to
the American College Health
Association. A survey of 16,000
students showed that 9.5 percent
of students have seriously
contemplated suicide and 1.5
percent have made an attempt.
This is possibly because many
mental illnesses typically emerge
around ages 18–24—the time many
individuals are matriculating
through higher education,
according to the Jed Foundation,
an organization that promotes
mental health awareness among
college students. Entering college
marks a shift from being dependent
on family to developing autonomy.
It is often students’ first extended

time away from home and, for
some, the stress of the experience
can trigger mental illness. Given
the increase in the student
population, colleges are struggling
to provide adequate counseling
services, with 76 percent of college
counseling service directors
reporting they had to limit
patient visits to accommodate
more students, according to a
2011 American Psychological
Association article.
The number of services colleges
should provide has been debated.
Some therapists say it is the
duty of the college to help its
students while others argue that
the college’s responsibility does
not extend beyond education and
safety. Looking at the number
of sessions Columbia provides
to students, it is likely unable
to deliver adequate care for
someone suffering from significant
mental health issues and those
people are routinely referred to
other providers. That is the best
option for students who suffer
from chronic mental illness. Ten
individual sessions are insufficient
to diagnose and treat all but the
most minor problems. The limited
number of sessions could not
allow a therapist to truly gauge a
student’s individual problems. By
comparison, Roosevelt University
provides weekly individual
sessions that last 45–50 minutes,
among other types of counseling.
This is significantly more than

what Columbia offers, but
Columbia would be on par with
other neighboring institutions if
the number of free sessions was
slightly increased.
The college’s service offerings
are considerate and admirable in
light of the tight budget, but the
college could better advertise those
services to students. On average,
Columbia students only use six
of the 10 available free sessions,
as reported in the article on Page
8. There are Counseling Services
advertisements throughout
Columbia’s campus, but it would
likely be more efficient to also take
the outreach online. The office
does have a Facebook page, but it
is not a very active one. It would be
beneficial for Counseling Services
to actively update its Facebook
page and to even send out emails to
students’ loop mail accounts on a
weekly basis. Most students do not
live in the dorms, so reaching out
digitally can ensure that the entire
Columbia community is aware of
its services.
Admittedly, there is only so
much Columbia or any college can
do to help a student suffering from
mental illness, and at the end of the
day, those who receive counseling
are the ones who seek it. But there
is also more that Columbia and all
colleges can do to help those who
may have nowhere else to turn.
Raising awareness about available
services helps the student body to
be safer and healthier.
EDITORIAL CARTOON

memorializes 9/11

THIRTEEN YEARS AFTER the 9/11

terrorist attacks destroyed the
World Trade Center, the One
World Trade Center opened Nov. 3.
The building respectfully pays
tribute to the 2,977 people who
died on 9/11 while keeping pace
with Lower Manhattan’s thriving
economic development.
Standing at 1,776 feet, symbolic
of the year the U.S. declared
independence, the One World
Trade Center is the tallest and
most expensive building in the
Western Hemisphere. Built in
Lower Manhattan on the site
where Six World Trade Center
once stood, the building, also
known as the Freedom Tower, is
part of a new development that
spawned six new skyscrapers, a
memorial museum for the victims
of 9/11 and a transportation hub.

are the names of the victims who
were killed on 9/11 and on Feb.
26, 1993, when the World Trade
Center was bombed.
If Ground Zero was not rebuilt,
New York City’s downtown would
have forever remained a reminder
of that day with chain-link fences
and holes in the ground. Rebuilding
the area commemorates the lives
that were lost while advancing its
economic interests.
Lower Manhattan has flourished
in the past decade. The population
has grown by 162 percent since
2000 with an estimated 60,000
residents, according to the Alliance
for Downtown New York. There
has also been vast growth in
schools and businesses in the
area. The One World Trade Center
reflects these developments by
housing offices for 3,000 employees

The One World Trade Center reflects the economic
development of the area and commemorates 9/11.
The construction of the
Freedom Tower was met with
political controversy that led to
delays throughout its development.
Comedian Chris Rock recently
discussed his fear of going inside
the building during his Nov. 1
“Saturday Night Live” appearance,
saying, “They should change the
name from the Freedom Tower to
the ‘Never Going in There Tower’
because I’m never going in there.”
Rock received backlash for his
comments, with critics viewing his
jokes on “SNL” as offensive to the
victims’ families, and rightfully so.
By rebuilding on the Ground
Zero site, New York City and the
country are creating a landmark
that is respectful to the people who
were killed, and it is offensive to
make jokes.
Nearby is the National
September 11 Memorial &
Museum on the site where the
Twin Towers once stood. The
memorial site is truly moving and
heartbreaking. There are two large
reflecting pools meant to represent
the towers. Inscribed on the pools

including companies that have
already leased offices there, such
as Condé Nast, Servcorp and the
Vantone China Center.
Although it is important to
remember 9/11, the memorial
museum assures that this can be
done while allowing the area to
flourish. There is nothing wrong
with rebuilding and memorializing
the site.
As for Rock’s comment about his
fear of entering the building, it is
ludicrous and inflammatory. The
same can be said of any skyscraper
in any city in the world. The
architects of the One World Trade
Center also ensured it was built
with the utmost safety features
by consulting the FBI and the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security,
according to an Oct. 31 Washington
Post report. A 20-story base of
concrete and steel was constructed
using concrete four times stronger
than the kind found in sidewalks.
What happened on 9/11 will
never be forgotten, but New York
City is properly honoring those
who died.
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Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or believe
strongly about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2, you’ll find a set of
guidelines on how to do this. We want to hear from you.

—The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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Michael Sam judged on sexuality, not skill

EDDIE DIAZ
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
WHEN MICHAEL SAM came out last
February, it was heralded as a bold
move for the athlete and called a
triumph for equality in the NFL.
Finally, the most masculine sport
in the world could potentially have
an openly gay player on the field.
NFL personnel, coaches and
even the majority of its players
seemingly accepted Sam’s
sexuality. Some said they had no
problem with a gay man in the
NFL so long as he could play.
Others pulled the old “I have gay
friends and family members” card.
Regardless, it seemed Sam would
be in good shape wherever it was
that he landed.
Sam was undersized for his
position, but so was Russell
Wilson—the guy who just beat a

future Hall of Fame quarterback in
the Super Bowl. Surely there had to
be some place for Sam, whether it
be as a linebacker or a situational
pass rusher. There had to be a spot
for a player with such raw talent.
After all, Sam had a dominant
senior season at University of
Missouri. His team finished 12-2
and won the Cotton Bowl on Jan. 4.
He was a first-team all-American
and was named the Associated
Press Defensive Player of the Year
in the Southeastern Conference,
widely considered the top league
in college football. His teammates
voted him Missouri’s most valuable
player. Not to mention that at 6
feet, 2 inches and 256 pounds, Sam
was no slouch.
Fast-forward to the combine in
February and suddenly the love
affair was over. Why? Sam had
to be perfect on the field in every
drill, and he was not. No team was
willing to accept the media circus
that came along with the NFL’s
first openly gay player unless he
made absolutely no mistakes from
the very first NFL workout he had,
but he made mistakes and that was
all it took.
If Sam had been flawless at the
combine, then coaches and scouts
would have had absolutely no
reasoning behind not drafting him
other than their own homophobia.
Once Sam’s combine workout went

south, teams could simply point to
that showing and claim he cannot
hack it at the next level. Cue the
plummeting draft stock.
However, CBS Sports did not
need to wait for the combine to
plummet Sam’s draft stock. When
they came out with their initial
draft rankings in February, Sam
was No. 90 overall—slated for
the third round. Days later when
he came out as gay, CBS Sports
dropped Sam 70 spots to No. 160
overall with almost no explanation.
Apparently sexuality matters
a great deal more than the stats
Sam accumulated on his way to
being name DPOY. Surely no gay

the St. Louis Rams took Sam, it
was champagne and positivity
all around in the 24 hours that
followed his drafting.
However, analysts were quick
to point out that the Rams had
the deepest and most talented
defensive line in the NFL. Once
again, Sam would have to be
perfect to make the team. Sure,
the NFL is home to a plethora of
wife beaters, cheaters, dog killers
and murderers, but a gay man,
we can’t have that. Sure, all of the
aforementioned criminals did
their time—well, most of them
did—and could not be further from
perfection, but it does not matter.

As the first openly gay NFL player, Michael Sam is
experiencing adversity.
man could possibly be taken that
high in the draft because he was
less valuable now. How much
less valuable? About 70 spots and
two rounds less valuable. In the
eyes of the sports world, Sam was
damaged goods, like an antique
china plate with a chip in it.
Inevitably, the draft came and
Sam fell all the way to the seventh
round, pick No. 249 overall. When

Gay men who want to be
NFL players will be judged by
impossible standards that none
of their peers are. That is simply
what happens to pioneers. Jackie
Robinson faced much of the same
adversity when he became the
first black player in Major League
Baseball history.
Sam was the very last cut the
Rams made in the preseason.

Whatever their reasoning for
cutting Sam, his performance had
nothing to do with the decision.
In four exhibition games, Sam
recorded 11 tackles and 3 sacks,
including a team-leading 6 tackles
in the final preseason game.
Just past the midway point of
Sam’s rookie season, he is not with
a team and has yet to make an
active NFL roster and may never
play on a team again.
While there will always be a
strong denial that Sam’s sexuality
has anything to do with how his
NFL career has gone thus far,
consider this: Since 2000, 73
different men have won the DPOY
award in the five major football
conferences. Of those, only four
have come in lower in the NFL
Draft than Sam, and they all went
undrafted. Sam is the only DPOY
to be taken in the seventh round.
The three previous DPOY award
winners taken just before Sam in
the sixth round were all on active
rosters for at least three years.
So why is Sam not on an NFL
roster? Simple—because he is a
gay man and in a sport where one
grown man smacking another
grown man on his rear end is the
ultimate sign of respect, there is
simply too much homophobia to
accept an openly gay player.
ediaz@chroniclemail.com
STUDENT POLL

Have you attended any of the roundtable discussions for the Strategic Plan?
“I don’t know how much input I would give, but I
would just go there and observe and see what it
was about, and if I had any ideas I would share.”
Alexis Mendonca sophomore advertising & public relations major

“I have not heard of it, but I wish I did. If I get
a little more information about it I would go....
I think a lot of the faculty here are pretty openminded and try to connect with us.”
Demarquis McIntyre senior marketing communication major

“I think it is a good idea. I haven’t gone to any
yet but ... I think it is really important to get the
students’ opinions and to get students involved
in it. If I can, I will [go].”
Kristin Joyce junior business & entrepreneurship major

Anti-abortion laws strip women of rights

MARIA CASTELLUCCI
Opinions Editor
DESPITE THE SUPREME Court’s ruling
that women have the right to an
abortion in the landmark Roe v.
Wade case in 1973, many women
still struggle to exercise this right.
In Texas, a law passed in 2013
caused 32 clinics to close in
October under additional abortion
restrictions, leaving only eight
abortion centers accessible to the
more than four million women in
the state, according to an Oct. 5
New Yorker report.
Texas is one of several
conservative states in the country
that have drafted legislation
making it difficult for women to
pursue an abortion procedure.

Adding to that, school board
officials in Gilbert, Arizona,
decided Oct. 30 that the school
district would remove any mention
of abortion from a biology textbook
to better align with a change in the
state’s abortion law, according to
an Oct. 30 Arizona Republic report.
The change in the law, passed two
years ago, requires public schools
to provide education about birth
control, adoption and childbirth
options rather than abortion.
The school board’s decision and
the state’s law do not effectively
educate young women about
their rights. Without mentioning
abortion in public school
education, Arizona’s school board
is doing a disservice to a generation
of women who could possibly grow
up with wrong ideas about the
rights they have to make decisions
about their own bodies.
The frustrating decision by the
Gilbert school board represents
a trend in our society. Abortion is
still stigmatized in many states,
ultimately preventing women from
making informed choices about
their bodies or causing a feeling
of shame among women who
have decided to have an abortion.
This attitude was seen on Nov. 4
when Tennessee, North Dakota

and Colorado put some form of
personhood law on the Midterm
Election ballot (it only passed in
Tennessee). Personhood argues
that life begins upon conception
and justifies limiting abortion
rights. The Tennessee personhood
law removes state funding for
abortions.
When Roe v. Wade was decided,
it faced harsh backlash from
several groups, most notably from
religious groups, but that was
more than 40 years ago. One would
think that this point of contention
would disappear, but that is clearly
not the case. In 2012, Texas law
required pregnant women to listen
to the heartbeat of the fetus at
least 24 hours before an abortion
procedure. The decision has been
highly controversial, and some
have even deemed it cruel to
women. Six states passed laws in
2013 preventing an abortion after
the 20th week of conception based
on the idea that the fetus can feel
pain. North Dakota became the
most strict state when its governor
signed a law in 2013 restricting an
abortion after a heartbeat could
be heard, which can be as early as
six weeks, according to a March
26, 2013, New York Times report.
Thirty-eight states prevent minors

from receiving an abortion without
signed consent from a parent
or legal guardian. This makes it
difficult for young girls to get an
abortion. Although one can argue
this inhibits girls from having early
sex, it also takes away control over
their bodies.
All of these laws leave women
powerless over their bodies and
discourage exercising the choice to
abort. Statistics prove that despite
abortion’s negative connotation, it
is a decision a significant number
of American women make. Nearly
one-third of American women
have an abortion by the age of 45,
according to Planned Parenthood’s
website. The disapproval these
women experience has been so
prevalent that the 1 in 3 Campaign
was initiated to combat it. The
campaign encourages women who
have had abortions to tell their
stories in reaction to the harsh
criticism women feel they undergo
and the laws enacted to limit
abortion rights.
There have been many
studies conducted in an attempt
to understand who receives
abortions. Most find that women
provide various reasons for having
an abortion. A July 2013 study
from the University of California,

San Francisco surveyed 956
women who have received or
applied for an abortion. The study
found that 40 percent expressed
a financial reason that influenced
their decision abortion and 36
percent expressed “bad timing”
as the reason. These reasons hold
substantial meaning.
Women are critically analyzing
the consequences of having a
child and are deciding not to based
on their circumstances. It is a
responsible decision on the part of
the woman. These studies also help
illuminate the complexity of such
a decision, and it reemphasizes
to critics that it is a woman’s
right to decide why she wants an
abortion—no matter the reason
she gives.
The attack on abortion rights
is insulting to women—they have
the right to decide what they
want to do with their bodies. As
states continue to take action
against these rights, women are
continually belittled. Aside from
being a violation of the Supreme
Court decision, these laws are
also a violation of basic rights, and
legislators should veto all
such laws.
mcastellucci@chroniclemail.com
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Quinn’s party is playing some cuts off Michael Jackson’s “Off The Wall.” They must be feeling good.
#CCChronicleElection
F Scott Fitzgerald would be at home here at Quinn’s.
The clinking of glasses and buzzing conversation is
deafening #CCChronicleElection
Quinn’s party heard the needle hit the record. Rauner
at 50 percent and Quinn at 47 percent with 80 percent recording. #CCChronicleElection

GOP overtakes Senate, House
NATALIE CRAIG
Managing Editor
IN A NIGHT that provided a series of
close races and surprise victories,
the Nov. 4 midterm elections saw a
sea of red cover the nation’s political landscape as Republicans took
control of the Senate, kept control
of the House and delivered some of
its rising stars into gubernatorial
seats across the country.
Among them is Illinois governor-elect Bruce Rauner, a Republican businessman who received 50
percent of the vote, almost 5 percent more than Democratic incumbent Gov. Pat Quinn’s 45 percent,
in a race that appeared neck-andneck for hours. Rauner eventually
claimed victory, although Quinn
resisted calls for his concession
because of an estimated 35,000
mail-in ballots and 9,000 provisional ballots that had yet to be counted.
Quinn conceded Nov. 5 after the
tumultuous, costly race, more than
100,000 votes behind Rauner.

Incumbent Democrat Sen. Dick
Durbin won with 53 percent of the
votes compared to Republican opponent Jim Oberweis’ 43 percent.
Durbin claimed victory Nov. 4
hours after the polls closed, making
him the first Democrat in Illinois to
win a fourth term in the U.S. Senate.
Illinois residents also voted on
statewide measures meant to gauge
public opinion on a possible minimum wage increase, tax increases
and health care.
The Right to Vote Amendment, a
state law designed to establish protections so no person can be denied
the right to register to vote in an election based on race, color, ethnicity,
language, national origin, religion,
sex, sexual orientation or income,
won popular support. Another measure on the ballot was the Illinois
Minimum Wage Increase. The measure supported increasing the hourly minimum wage to $10 an hour by
Jan. 1, 2015, raising the state’s current minimum wage of $8.25 an hour
by $1.75.

Voters also supported the Illinois
Millionaire Tax Increase for Education Question, with 63.6 percent
of voters supporting the increase
of taxes on income more than $1
million by 3 percent for the purpose
of providing additional revenue to
school districts based on those districts’ enrollment numbers.
A measure to include the cost of
birth control in prescription drug
coverage also won more than 65
percent of the vote.
Following years of voter dissatisfaction, Republicans took the
Senate, picking up seven seats at
the federal level originally held
by Democrats.
As the election results came
in, Chronicle reporters covered
Quinn’s party at Hotel Allegro, 171
W. Randolph St., Rauner’s gathering at the Hilton Chicago, 720 S.
Michigan Ave. and Durbin’s group
at the Westin Chicago River North
Hotel, 320 N. Dearborn St.

his lieutenant governor, Illinois’
first Latina lieutenant governor.
Rauner’s reception party was
packed with the Republican’s supporters. As polls continued to show
Rauner in the lead, an overall feeling of excitement and optimism
among the attendees electrified
the room. Chicago activists and
political figures such as Rev. Corey
Brooks and Coby Hakalir, a candidate for State Representative of
the 26th District of Illinois who ultimately lost his bid, turned out to
show their support.

Illinois State Board of Elections.
Rauner took criticism throughout
the season for donating funds to his
own campaign. He was endorsed by
both major news organizations in
Chicago—the Chicago Tribune and
the Chicago Sun-Times.
Rauner’s main goals are to raise
the statewide minimum wage, to
reform pension policy and to reduce income taxes. He has opposes
right-to-work labor union efforts.
Rauner won votes from a portion
of the black community as well with
promises to improve job prospects
and listen to community concerns,
according to Hermene Hartman,
publisher of N’DIGO, a black community news publication.
“He campaigned in the AfricanAmerican communities,” Hartman
said. “Republicans have traditionally ignored the African-American
community and African-Americans have traditionally ignored
Republicans. This time, I think you
saw a different dynamic and more of
a match.”

ncraig@chroniclemail.com

NBC is projecting Rauner to win. Suddenly the James
Brown sounds inappropriate. Quinn is certainly not
feeling good. #CCChronicleElection

Rauner defeats Gov. Quinn after tight race

@eearl4

Opinions Editor & Copy Chief

[Copy Chief]

“I identify as a Democrat but I voted Republican”
- Jorge G. Zavala, former congressional candidate
#CCChronicleElection #cccvote14
@eearl4

[Copy Chief]

Rauner with a 4-point lead at 75 percent of precincts
reporting #CCChronicleElection #cccvote14
[Opinions Editor]

“I am humbled to work for you and every family in
this great state,” said Rauner #cccvote14 #CCChronicleElection
@CastellucciME

[Opinions Editor]

Rauner Lt. Gov. Evelyn Sanguinetti said “change is on
its way” at Hilton reception #cccvote14 #CCChronicleElection
@CastellucciME

[Opinions Editor]

Rauner supporters celebrate victory with chants and
cheers #cccvote14 #CCChronicleElection #wcrxelection
@MatthewMcCall_

[Features Editor]

The jig is up - - Quinn loses the election according
to @AP

SURROUNDED BY EXUBERANT support-

ers, Republican candidate Bruce
Rauner won the race for Illinois
governor against Pat Quinn.
Cheers erupted At the campaign
reception at the Hilton Chicago,
720 S. Michigan Ave. when 88 percent of the precincts reported back
with Rauner in the lead. A supporter waved a hand-drawn portrait of
Rauner and his wife in the air, people chanted “Rauner” and pressed
in close around the stage where the
governor-elect spoke.
“This election is about bringing
back our great state,” Rauner said in
his victory speech. “I am humbled
to work for you and every family in
this great state. We need Illinois to
be competitive, and we need Illinois to stay compassionate.”
Rauner, a Winnetka, Illinois, native, is a first-time political candidate, and the chairman of R8 Capital Partners and former chairman
of the venture capital firm GTCR.
He ran with Evelyn Sanguinetti as

Carolina Sanchez THE CHRONICLE

@CastellucciME
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ELIZABETH EARL

The race drew wide attention
because of the enormous amount
of money the two main candidates
spent—more than $41 million from
Rauner’s camp and $29 million
from Quinn’s—on attack advertising and visibility, according to the

mcastellucci@chroniclemail.com
eearl@chroniclemail.com

Quinn loses race to Rauner by five points
MATT MCCALL
Features Editor
AFTER A TIGHT gubernatorial race, in-

cumbent Pat Quinn said he didn’t
“believe in throwing in the towel”
to a disappointed crowd of his sup-

porters Nov. 4 at Hotel Allegro, 171
W. Randolph St.
Quinn conceded the race Nov. 5,
saying “it’s clear that we do not have
enough votes to win the election.”
The jubilant, Gatsby-esque party in a small, packed room came to

a screeching halt as the numbers
rolled in. The clinking of tall glasses petered out and the free-flowing
taps ran dry. The deafening roar of
conversation quieted to gasps and

x x SEE QUINN, PG. 39
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National security experts
talk nuclear Iran at U of C
MATT MCCALL
Features Editor
AS THE NOV. 24 deadline in the stormy

nuclear negotiations between the
U.S. and Iran inches closer, experts
and foreign policy consultants
are left scratching their heads for
a solution.
Gary Samore, former White
House coordinator for Arms Control and Weapons of Mass Destruction, and New York Times National Security Correspondent David
Sanger chatted casually in front of a
modestly sized audience at the University of Chicago’s Harris School
of Public Policy, 1155 E. 60th St.,
on Nov. 6 about one of the country’s
most pressing diplomatic issues.
Moderated by David Axelrod,
former senior advisor to President
Barack Obama and distinguished
senior fellow at the Harris School,

accuse another country of having a
clandestine nuclear weapons program, Sanger said.
“As it happened, we managed
to invade the only one of the three
countries in the axis of evil that did
not seem to have an ongoing nuclear program,” Sanger said. “[We]
probably could’ve done better with
a dartboard.”
Meanwhile, Iran developed its
program in secret facilities. During
Obama’s administration alone,
the number of operational centrifuges—machinery that enriches
uranium—in Iran increased from
roughly 2,000–10,000, Samore
said. With the current number of
declared facilities, Iran could produce a weapon within two or three
months if it moved quickly, Samore
said. In 2009, it would have taken
the country two years using the
same method.

tlement of their current capability
… and that they must, in about seven years, have about 20 more times
centrifuges in place so that they can
produce fuel.”
Samore said he thinks it is unlikely that the countries will reach
an agreement by the deadline, but
that enough progress has been
made so that the governments
involved will be able to justify
some extensions.
Iran has been cooperative with
international inspectors in recent
months, but given its history of
enriching uranium in secret, there
is skepticism that an agreement
would be effective in diminishing
its nuclear capacity.
Sanger said the U.S. has a poor
track record in detecting these secret facilities.
“We missed the Netanz facility
revealed by an Iranian dissident

As it happened, we managed to invade the only one of
the three countries in the axis of evil that did not seem
to have an ongoing nuclear program.”
– David Sanger
the event, Avoiding a Nuclear Iran,
was one in a series of talks offered
throughout the academic year by
the U of C’s Institute of Politics,
which is headed by Axelrod.
On Nov. 24, 2013, the U.S. and
its partners among the permanent
members of the United Nations
Security Council, P5+1—China,
France, Germany, Russia, the U.K.
and the U.S.—reached an initial understanding with Iran, which agreed
to partially freeze its nuclear program. In return, the P5+1, as the six
countries are known, provided Iran
with moderate sanctions relief for
six months.
Sanger said Iran’s nuclear program was a surprise to Washington to some degree. When the U.S.
invaded Iraq in 2003 and failed to
find the suspected nuclear weapons that were the reason advanced
to justify the invasion, the administration was behind the eight ball.
Then-President George W. Bush
could no longer afford to publicly

The goal of the Obama administration since January, when the
negotiations resumed, is to convince Iran to scale back its program. As of press time, the Obama
administration has agreed to allow
Iran to operate 6,000 centrifuges,
according to a Nov. 4 Los Angeles
Times article.
Samore said while the U.S. has
made gains on key issues such as
the demand for stronger inspections of Iran’s nuclear facilities
and limits on its ability to produce
plutonium, the central issue of limiting Iran’s enrichment program
is still far from resolution. Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has expressed
his reluctance.
“We’re asking Iran to really drastically reduce its current enrichment capacity and to keep those
limits in place for up to 20 years,”
Samore said. “Supreme Leader
Khamenei, so far, has insisted publicly and has told his negotiators
that they can’t agree to any disman-

group [and] when the Fordo facility
came up, it was actually discovered
by some foreign intelligence services,” Sanger said. “The chances
that you can actually find a facility
in a country that has a huge number
of caves, lots of underground capability [and] good experience of hiding this stuff is relatively low. It is
what makes that part of the agreement all the more important. It is
also the part of the agreement that
is least discussed in Washington.”
U of C freshman Rob Hayes said
he found the talk interesting.
“It was so interesting to get
some of the inside information—
[Samore] was pretty heavily involved in some of the talks,” Hayes
said. “They made a really interesting point about a possible arms race
[between] Saudi Arabia [and] Iran,
which I hadn’t really heard about, so
that was a really cool point to walk
away from.”
mmccall@chroniclemail.com

BRIAN POSEN

Occupation: Actor/Director

Courtesy BRIAN POSEN

KYRA SENESE
Managing Editor
BRIAN POSEN SAID he has redefined

himself every 10 years—first as a
performer, later as a director and
now as a teacher who only buys local art that costs $20 or less.
Posen, an actor and director in
Chicago for more than 20 years
and an adjunct faculty member in
the Theatre Department at Columbia, currently serves as the head of
Beginning Improvisation at The
Second City as well as the artistic
director at Stage 773, a venue in
Lakeview that hosts performances including comedy, musicals
and cabaret.
The Chronicle spoke with Posen
about his acting career, his passion
for teaching and his lifelong love
for Chicago.

THE CHRONICLE: You have been
called one of the most influential
people in Chicago theater. How do
you feel about that?
BRIAN POSEN: I think it’s a big
honor. I also think I have no idea of
my value. I look at that and it’s like,
“Oh, it’s really nice that they said
that. And it’s a hell of an honor to
sit next to all these other incredible
artists … I don’t know if I agree with
that, but it was very nice of you to
say,” and then I move on. I don’t put
much faith in it and I don’t frame
it on my wall. I frame this horrible
picture of a clown and this needlepoint of a guy on a motorcycle.
That’s what I frame.
When did you realize you wanted to
pursue acting?
As I was deciding if I was going to
get an MBA or go get my law degree,
I took a year off and I started taking
classes in 1988 at Second City. After taking a couple classes there, I
started digging more into the arts,
and three years later I got my master’s in acting. It was a hobby that
turned into a passion, which turned
into a profession.

Was comedy always part of acting for
you, or did that develop later?
Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE
(Left to Right) Former senior advisor to President Barack Obama David Axelrod, former White House Coordinator for Arms Control and Weapons of Mass Destruction Gary
Samore and New York Times National Security Correspondent David Sanger discuss avoiding a nuclear Iran.
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Neighborhood: Lakeview

It was always part of it. Art is art.
I was drawn to the therapeutic aspect of the arts. After my ma died, I

went, “You know what, I just want
to focus on surrounding myself
with laughter.” I’ve done my Shakespeare, but I like comedy.

What obstacles have you faced in
your career?
Right now, my biggest obstacle is
energy and time. I just don’t have
enough time, and I’m running out
of energy. I’m exhausted, but I can’t
complain, because one, I’m not giving stuff up—my dreams came true.
And two, I get to do some cool s--t.
I’m sure you’re looking for “money,”
but the real obstacles are any kind
of self-doubt or time and energy.
But that’s not what my obstacles
were 10 years ago.

What about Chicago convinced you to
stay here?
It’s where my roots are. It’s where
my family is. I love Chicago. You
can’t find any city from coast to
coast that’s as supportive and as
group-minded like Chicago. Chicago is ensemble-based. It’s Steppenwolf, it’s Second City. [It’s about]
what we can discover, it’s about us
and the process.

What has been your most meaningful
teaching experience so far?
I’ve had incest survivors be able to
say their parent’s name for the first
time in 10 years because of what
happens in class. When you get a
letter from a student, or a student
says they stopped drinking. I’ve
seen students get married because
they met in class. Every day that I
walk into any classroom, I put 110
percent in because I’ve had 10 years
of higher-level education, and honestly, five teachers really cared. [To
be] a teacher is a huge honor. You
have the potential to really affect
another person’s life. Positive or
negative—I’ve done both. Every day,
no matter how tired or sick or exhausted, I walk in and I make sure
I give those students 110 percent,
even those students that are resistant or don’t want to be there. I’ve
taught with teachers that said, “I’m
not going to waste my time,” and I
can’t believe that because I was one
of those students back there.
ksenese@chroniclemail.com
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Columbia Links students
research human trafficking

Carolina Sánchez THE CHRONICLE
Six Columbia Links students who formed the I-Team spoke about human trafficking at 1014 S. Michigan Ave.

ALEXA RUFFINO
Assistant Metro Editor
SIX HIGH SCHOOL students enrolled
in Chicago Public Schools learned
about human trafficking in Illinois
through an investigative project
this past summer.
The students, all enrolled in Columbia Links, a program that enhances the journalistic and leadership skills of Chicago teens and
teachers, presented their research
on human trafficking at a Nov. 6
town hall meeting held at the Columbia College Music Center, 1014
S. Michigan Ave.
The teen journalists—Nathan
Cordero, a senior at Lane Tech College Preparatory High School; Solomon David, a junior at Marist High
School; Maria De Leon, a junior at
Von Steuben Metropolitan Science
Center; Kaylah Harrington, a senior

at Robert Lingblom Math & Science
Academy; Tonyisha Harris, a senior
at Whitney M. Young Magnet High
School; and Byron Mason II, a junior, also at Whitney M. Young—
worked hand-in-hand with professional reporters, social workers,
legal directors and local prostitutes
to uncover the story, titled “Human
Trafficking: Teens Caught in the
Shadows,” over an eight-week period during the summer.
Along with the six students, the
panel at the town hall meeting included Renee Ferguson, a former
NBC 5 investigative reporter; Brenda Myers-Powell, co-founder and
executive director of The Dreamcatchers Foundation, Kalyani Gopal,
clinical psychologist and president
of the Sex-Trafficking Awareness,
Freedom and Empowerment Coalition for Human Rights; Al Krok,
a retired Chicago police detective

and consultant on the commercial sexual exploitation of children;
Christine Evans, a legal director for
the Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation and Sgt. William
Leen of the Cook County sheriff’s
vice unit.
“What our students uncovered
is the fact that slavery never ended
in America,” Ferguson said. “The
abduction, the forced labor, the broken bodies, the broken spirits, the
buying and selling of human beings
for huge profit is happening every
day—all around us—while most of
us just live our lives oblivious to
what’s going on.”
The students who participated
in the investigative program, or
“I-team,” were allowed to choose
what subject they wanted to research. Topics such as the cost of
college and the relationship between students and police officers
were discussed as possible research
projects, but the group decided on
human trafficking.
“I was the one that advocated really hard for [a project on] human
trafficking, but I had no idea what
I was getting into until [speaking
with] Brenda,” Harris said.
Myers-Powell said she was once
a prostitute. After she got out of
prostitution in 1997, she went to a
shelter to seek help. Years after recovery, she decided it was her duty

to help others who are also stuck
in the cycle of human solicitation.
Myers-Powell said she goes out to
neighborhoods known for prostitution frequently to pick up vulnerable young girls and bring them to
proper shelters.
“At the end of the road, my last
customer drove me six blocks, tore
all of the skin off [of ] my face and
the right side of my body,” Myers-Powell said. “It seemed like I
had no identity.”
The students said they were
moved by Myers-Powell’s story and
called her their hero.
Gopal explained the psychology behind human trafficking at the
meeting, saying that the solicitation is less about sexuality and has
more to do with money and the feeling of having power.
“There’s an invisibility about
these women and men,” Gopal said.
“They’re young, they do not have a
voice and they do not have power.”
Gopal said human trafficking and
prostitution begins most commonly at age 13. Children who have gone
through foster care tend to be more
susceptible to falling into it.
“The dark side of foster care is
that these children are paychecks,”
Gopal said. “They’re paychecks to
parents, so by the time they grow
up, being a paycheck for a pimp is
not a foreign concept.”

Mason said the I-Team’s compiled research articles were published in a 2014 White Paper publication. One article stated that 11
percent of males who pay for sex
are ages 10–15.
The students told the audience
that pimps, or “Johns,” typically
present themselves as a good friend
or romantic partner at first but will
eventually trap victims and force
them to work in human trafficking
or prostitution.
“We’re teenagers,” Harrington
said. “We face a lot of vulnerabilities. They will sniff out your insecurities, they will come to you and
they will try to coerce you into this
line of work and make it seem like
it’s OK.”
Throughout the presentation,
the students emphasized the idea
that different organizations need
to start working together in order
to combat prostitution.
“In all the people that we’ve
talked to, one of the biggest things
is that in this arena of combating
human trafficking, whether it be
from the federal government, organizations or nonprofits, is that they
all work together,” Cordero said.
“When they work together and
team up, that’s truly when they do
the most change.”
aruffino@chroniclemail.com
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Illinois reacts to Rauner’s gubernatorial win
JESSICA SCOTT

Assistant Metro Editor
ILLINOIS VOTERS ELECTED million-

aire Bruce Rauner to become the
state’s next governor on Nov. 4,
beating out incumbent governor
Pat Quinn. Rauner will become
the first Republican governor the
state has had in 12 years. Some are
anxious to see what he will do to
fulfill his campaign slogan, “Shake
Up Springfield.”
Jaron Payne, a junior radio major from Lansing, Michigan, said he
usually votes Democratic but if he
had registered in Illinois on time,
he would have voted for Rauner.
Payne said he had mixed feelings
about Rauner getting elected but
said he thinks change is necessary
and Rauner is the right person to
do it. Payne also said Rauner will
do what is necessary to fix Illinois’
budget crisis and do what is best for
Chicago and the state as a whole.
“Change is good, so hopefully the
new governor will bring about some
good changes,” Payne said. “That’s
really important, and he had some
good solutions to the problems that
we’re currently facing.”
Andre Kimble, a 46-year-old U.S.
Army veteran and Chicago Heights,
Illinois, resident, said he voted for
Quinn and although Rauner won he
hopes that Rauner will do the job effectively and efficiently.
“I hope he does well for the state
because that’s what it’s all about,

whether it’s Democrats or Republicans running the state,” Kimble
said. “I just want him to be an equal
opportunity governor. I’m pulling
for him just as much as I would
have pulled for Quinn.”
Kimble said he thinks Rauner will focus on boosting the
state’s economy.
“I think Rauner will probably focus on putting more people to work
instead of having a lot of people on
public assistance, which is very
important because when you have
an opportunity to make a good living by working hard, that’s the best
route to go,” Kimble said.
However, he said one of his concerns about having Rauner as governor is the possibility of reduced
public assistance for people who
need it.
“I believe he should still help
people with public assistance—the
ones who really need it, like homeless veterans and other homeless
people who can’t work,” Kimble
said. “[Rauner should] continue
helping people to meet their needs
and not forget about the ones who
really need help.”
Kimble said his biggest concern
about having Rauner as governor is
that he will not help poor and minority residents enough and will
only focus on the wealthy.
“My concern is him helping African-Americans, Hispanics [and]
Asians,” Kimble said. “I believe that
was one of the goals that Quinn had

Carolina Sánchez THE CHRONICLE
Bruce Rauner defeated Gov. Pat Quinn Nov. 4, making him the first Republican governor in 12 years since George Ryan held the office. Rauner’s term begins Jan. 12, 2015.

and I know most Republicans are
about helping the wealthy people,
so I just want him to make sure everybody gets what they deserve in
this state.”
Payne said his main concerns are
taxes and violence. For example, he
said the 5-cent water bottle tax in
Illinois is outrageous and should be
eliminated. One of Rauner’s campaign promises was to reduce the
income tax.
“If you’re going to tax those types
of things, maybe give us some incentives,” Payne said.
Cheryl Pugh, a Near West resident, said having Rauner in office is
a disservice to the state.
“It’s a travesty because he does
not appear to be one who is for the

working class,” Pugh said. “I think
he supports more of the people who
come from money and privilege.
We’re probably going to see major
changes in programs that have been
funded and supported for people in
the lower and working class.”
Pugh said she is concerned about
the lower and working-class people
who will no longer have the benefits of various programs due to
low funding and resources getting
cut. She said those people need assistance just to make ends meet,
and further budget cuts would
make things even more difficult
for residents
Melissa Tamez, a 24-year-old
freelance photographer from Garfield Ridge, said she is also wor-

ried about Rauner cutting the
minimum wage.
“Not [increasing the] minimum
wage is making people have to work
more and more each day just to [pay
the] bills,” Tamez said.
Nick Costello, a radio major from
Downers Grove, Illinois, said he
does not identify as Republican or
Democrat. He said he thinks politics always bring controversy.
“Politics is always a mixed bag,”
Costello said. “I don’t really agree
with either side of it because the
U.S. government is not a pure democracy. [It] matters more [about]
if they’re going to do what they say
they’re going to do.”
jscott@chroniclemail.com
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whispers. James Brown playing on
the stereo sounded grotesquely out
of place. Quinn took the stage, still
hopeful he would win.
“Thank everyone who has been
so devoted to our campaign,” Quinn
said to the restless crowd. “We believe in democracy. We believe in
making sure when you vote in an
election, every vote counts. There’s
a lot of votes still to be counted.”
The race’s major focal point has
been on the vicious political commercials laced with vitriol from
both sides. Quinn criticized Rauner,
a venture capitalist, for self-funding his campaign from deep pockets
and making anti-union statements,
while Rauner criticized Quinn for
political cronyism and nepotistic
hiring practices in Springfield.

Quinn said he is pleased that Illinois voters indicated they would
like to see a hike in the minimum
wage $10 an hour, which was central to his campaign.
“I really look forward to working with the legislator in the time I
have left as governor to get that job
done,” Quinn said.
Quinn, 65, has been in public service since 1982. He served as the
state treasurer and then became
lieutenant governor alongside deposed former governor Rod Blagojevich before he was elected the
41st governor of Illinois in 2010.
It is no surprise that Quinn held
off on conceding defeat. In 1998,
he was running for lieutenant governor against Mary Kearns in the
Democratic primary and held out
hope for five weeks.

Durbin defeats Oberweis

Kaitlin Hetterscheidt THE CHRONICLE

Dick Durbin maintains his position as an Ilinois Senator as he defeated Jim Oberweis on Nov. 4. Durbin spoke to a crowd of supporters.
EDDIE DIAZ
Assistant Sports & Health Editor

mmccall@chroniclemail.com

Courtesy AP Exchange
Gov. Pat Quinn defeated by millionaire Bruce Rauner on Nov. 4, speaks to a crowd of supporters on election night.

SEN. DICK DURBIN defeated Republi-

can challenger Jim Oberweis Nov.
4, becoming the first Democrat in
Illinois history to win a fourth term
in the U.S. Senate.
Several major news outlets such
as CBS2, Fox News and NBC reported Sen. Durbin’s victory shortly after polls closed at 7 p.m., but
the incumbent did not officially
claim his victory until 9:30 p.m. at
the Astor Ballroom at the Westin
Chicago River North Hotel, 320 N.
Dearborn St.
Durbin said the campaign results
reflect what U.S. and Illinois residents truly want.
“People across Illinois and across
America want more,” Durbin said.

“They want a Congress that produces. They want a Congress that
works with the president to solve
problems. They want a Congress
that is going to provide us hope
for our future. A Congress which
is going to address the challenges every working family faces
across America.”
Durbin ran an aggressive campaign throughout the race. As of
Oct. 15, he had spent $9.7 million on
his campaign while Oberweis had
spent $2.2 million, according to a
Nov. 4 report by Chicago Tribune.
Durbin said politicians have
alienated average citizens from
voting throughout the years and he
was determined to change that with
this campaign.
“This was a coordinated campaign,” Durbin said. “It was an

effort to bring all of us together that
share the same political values. We
brought everyone together—black,
white, brown, young, old, gay and
straight—all together. That is what
gives our nation strength and that is
what gives Illinois strength.”
With more than 70 percent of
precincts reporting, Durbin had 57
percent of the vote to Oberweis’ 38
percent. Durbin won by 15 percentage points or more, according to a
Nov. 4 Chicago Tribune report.
Durbin said he is confident about
the future of Illinois.
“There are many decisions still
to be made tonight about the future
of our state,” Durbin said. “With a
message to our state and our nation
that the future is bright for Illinois.”
ediaz@chroniclemail.com
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